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BEAM INC. ANd COOLEY DISTILLERY PLC, :

:
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Plaintiff Sidney Frank Importing Co., Inc. ("SFIC"), by and through its

undersigned attorneys, as and for its Complaint against defendants Beam Inc. ("Beam') and

Cooley Distillery plc ("Cooley"), hereby alleges as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. This action arises out of the defendants' shameful and malicious attempt

, to drive SFIC out of the burgeoning market for Irish whiskey in order to eliminate a key

competitor and thus more easily promote their own brand of that spirit in the United States.

2. As part of this scheme, defendants have improperly severed SFIC's access

to the only available source of the award-winning Irish whiskey it markets under the Michael

Collins Irish Whiskey private label. Defendants have done so as part of an overall strategy to rid

the market of private labels like Michael Collins and position their Kilbeggan Irish Whiskey to

challenge the top-selling Jameson Irish Whiskey brand.

3. As the only independent distiller of Irish whiskey, Cooley for years

produced Michael Collins pursuant to a long-term supply contract with SFIC. It did so without

once maintaining that the parties' agreement was not in full force and effect. It did so while
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consistently and unequivocally assuring SFIC that its distillery had more than adequate

production capacity to meet the demand for Michael Collins well into the future.

4. All of this changed radically when Beam -- the fourth largest spirits

company in the world and the largest based in the United States -- acquired Cooley in January

2012. The Cooley acquisition was part of Beam's bid to make a bold entrance into the booming

Irish whiskey market now dominated by three other giants in the global spirits industry.

5. As part of that strategy, Cooley unilaterally and wholly without

justification abandoned its supply contract with SFIC. Beam orchestrated this move in order to

monopolize Cooley's production capacity for the benefit of its Kilbeggan brand, which Beam is

aggressively promoting in the United States where Michael Collins had been ascending rapidly.

6. In short, Beam has misappropriated for Kilbeggan the Irish whiskey

Cooley is contractually obligated to supply to SFIC for years to come.

7. As a cover for this scheme, Beam purported to put SFIC on notice that its

supply contract with Cooley had not been in effect for many years. Beam maintained that the

agreement had been abandoned, rescinded andlor terminated -- something Cooley itself had

never once claimed during its six-year business relationship with SFIC.

8. Beam also claimed that Cooley lacked suffrcient capacity to meet SFIC's

needs for the Irish whiskey -- a position directly contrary both to assurances Cooley had given to

SFIC for years as well as statements Beam itself made in announcing the Cooley acquisition.

9. Beam then offered to supply SFIC with a grossly inadequate trickle of

Irish whiskey -- at a shocking 35 percent price increase that was in gross non-compliance with

the terms of the controlling supply contract. Beam made no attempt to justify this extraordinary

increase, which it knew no private label could absorb.
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10. Next, Beam launched a campaign to undermine SFIC's critical wholesale

distribution relationships by telling key wholesalers that had been distributing Michael Collins

for years that "Basically, it's over for Michael Collins," "There is no doubt Michael Collins is

going away" and making other similar statements calculated to have a devastatingly injurious

impact on the brand.

I 1. Through their tortious and otherwise improper conduct, defendants have

materially impaired the Michael Collins brand and SFIC's substantial investment in that brand.

12. SFIC herein seeks compensatory damages in excess of $100 million, along

with punitive damages, on its claims for unfair competition, breach of contract and tortious

interference.

.N]RISDICTIO AND VENUE

13. The Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28

U.S.C. g 1332(aX1) and (2). The matter in controversy exceeds $75,000.00 exclusive of interest

and costs, and is between citizens of different states and a citizen of one state and the citizen of a

foreign state.

14. This district is a proper venue pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 1391(b)(2) because

a substantial part of the events andlor omissions giving rise to the claims asserted herein

occurred within this district.

THE PARTIES

SFIC

15. SFIC, a New York corporation based in New Rochelle, New York, is the

owner and/or importer of a broad line of premium spirits and other alcoholic beverages.

16. A privately-held and family-owned business, SFIC has an established

track record over the past four decades ofsuccessfully creating and building brands through
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substantial investment, sawy marketing and deep relationships with leading wholesale

distributors across the country.

17. SFIC's most notable brand is Jägermeister. SFIC grew Jägermeister from

virtual obscurity in the 1970s into the number one selling imported liqueur in the United States

today, outselling the number two and number three selling imported liqueurs combined. SFIC is

also widely known for the Grey Goose vodka brand, which it created and grew into the world's

top ultra-premium vodka in just seven years before selling it for $2.3 billion.

18. The Michael Collins Irish Whiskey brand at the center of this dispute was

conceptualizedby SFIC in 2004, with plans to develop it over time into a success of the

magnitude of Jägermeister and Grey Goose.

Beam

19. A publicly traded Delaware corporation based in Deerfield, Illinois, Beam

is the world's fourth largest spirits company and the largest such operation based in the United

States.

20. Beam makes and sells an affay of distilled spirits, including bourbon

whiskey, Scotch whiskey, Canadian whiskey, vodka, tequila, cognac, rum and cordials. Its

brands include Jim Beam, Maker's Mark Bourbon, Courvoisier Cognac, Canadian Club Whisky,

Teacher's Scotch Whisky, Knob Creek and Cruzan Rum.

21. Beam reported $2.5 billion in sales for 2012.

Cooley

22. Until last year, Cooley was the only remaining independent Irish whiskey

producer. Cooley's portfolio included Kilbeggan Irish Whiskey, Tyrconnell Single Malt Irish

Whiskey, Connemara Peated Single Malt and Greenore Single Grain Irish Whiskey.
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23. In addition to producing its own brands, for years Cooley supplied Irish

whiskey to a number of entities, including SFIC, which marketed and distributed the spirit under

their own private labels.

24. In January 2012, Beam acquired Cooley for $75 million plus the

repayment of certain outstanding debt. As part of that deal, Beam acquired Cooley's top brand,

Kilbeggan.

25. Cooley is incorporated under the laws of Ireland and maintains its

headquarters in Dublin, Ireland. It now operates as a subsidiary of Beam.

BACKGRO

The Boomins Demand for Irish \ilhiskev

26. For the past several years, Irish whiskey has been the fastest growing

segment of the global spirits industry. An estimat ed 4.9 million cases of Irish whiskey were sold

worldwide in20l2. According to industry forecasts, sales of the spirit are expected to surge to

7.9 million cases annually by 2016.

27. The United States is by far the world's largest and fastest growing market

for Irish whiskey. It accounts for one-third of worldwide sales of Irish whiskey and is expected

to account for nearly half of those sales within three years.

28. Irish whiskey sales in the United States have experienced double-digit

growth for several years running. Although it represents the smallest of the twelve categories of

spirits, Irish whiskey recorded a22 percent growth in sales in2012 -- the largest increase of any

spirit. Indeed, for the first six months of 2012,Irish whiskey outsold single malt Scotch in the

United States for the first time in eight decades.

29. The Irish whiskey segment is intensely competitive. It is largely

controlled by three major distilleries and suppliers: Pernod Ricard SA ("Pernod Ricard"), of
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France; 'William Grant and Sons Ltd. ("Grant") of Scotland; and Diageo plc ("Diageo"), of

England.

30. Led by its dominant Jameson brand, Pernod Ricard has an approximate 70

percent share of the global Irish whiskey market. Grant accounts for approximately 13 percent

of the market. Diageo commands approximately 10 percent of the market.

31. The 2012 acquisition of Cooley marked Beam's entry into this high-stakes

fray. Although it now claims less than 1 percent of the Irish whiskey market, Beam has made

clear its intention to mount a strong challenge to Pemod Ricard, Diageo and Grant for a larger

share, focusing initially on the robust United States market.

32. In announcing the Cooley acquisition, Beam referred to Irish whiskey as

"one of the spirits industry's fastest-growing categories."

33. In that same announcement, Cooley referred to the "renaissance in Irish

whiskey, most evident in the United States, [that] is now spreading across the world."

34. Pursuant to Irish law, to be classified as an "Irish whiskey," a whiskey

must, among other things, be distilled and aged in wooden casks in Ireland for at least three

years.

35. Notwithstanding the growing demand for Irish whiskey and the

requirement that Irish whiskey must be distilled and aged in lreland, there are just three

distilleries in Ireland.

36. The New Midleton Distillery, part of the Pernod Ricard conglomerate,

produces Jameson, Powers, Midleton Very Rare and other Irish whiskeys.

31. The Old Bushmills Distillery, part of the Diageo conglomerate, produces

Bushmills and other Irish whiskeys.
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38. The Cooley Distillery is now controlled by the Beam conglomerate,

leaving no independent distillery available to produce Irish whiskey for Michael Collins and

numerous other private labels.

The Genesis of the Michael Collins Brand

39. Consistent with its track record of spotting and capitalizing on trends in

the spirits industry, SFIC's founder, Sidney Frank, years ago identified the Irish whiskey market

as being one of the industry's most underdeveloped segments. Frank saw an opportunity to

introduce a premium Irish whiskey into the growing "cocktail culture" among young adults in

the United States, a demographic group known to actively seek out altematives to bourbon,

Scotch and other spirits traditionally favored by older consumers.

40. The springboard for SFIC's entry into the Irish whiskey market was a

1996 film starring Liam Neeson about the life of Michael Collins, the legendary Irish

revolutionary hgure who led Ireland's fight for independence from England in the early 1900s.

Inspired by the film, Frank proposed the development of a premium Irish whiskey that captured

Collins' "heroic spirit" and drive for "independence."

4I. In or about 2004, SFIC set out to explore the development of a premium

Irish whiskey brand that would come to be known as Michael Collins Irish Whiskey.

42. By this time, Frank had already cemented his reputation in the spirits

industry as a marketing genius and stellar brand builder.

43. In I974,just two years after he founded SFIC, Frank acquired the rights to

import an obscure German liqueur called Jägermeister. At the time, Jägermeister had annual

sales in the United States ofjust a few hundred cases. Forty years later, SFIC has built
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Jägermeister into the top imported liqueur in the United States with annual sales in excess of

$300 million.

44. Over the years, SFIC gradually shifted its focus from building brands

owned by third-parties to the creation and long-term building of its own brands.

45. In the 1990s, for example, Frank concluded that the market was ready for

an ultra-premium vodka. Frank had a name -- Grey Goose -- but no vodka, no facility at which

to distill the vodka and no packaging in which to distribute the vodka.

46. Undaunted, Frank launched the Grey Goose concept in 1997. Seven years

later, Frank decided to sell Grey Goose for estate planning purposes and to help fund his

philanthropic interests. SFIC sold the Grey Goose brand in2004 for $2.3 billion.

47. In the wake of the Grey Goose phenomenon, Frank and his team at SFIC

set about developing the Michael Collins brand. SFIC invested substantial time, energy and

resources into creating and developing a brand it was confident could be the next Jägermeister or

Grey Goose.

48. SFIC obtained the intellectual property rights to use the Michael Collins

name. It secured the support of the remaining members of Collins' family. It hired Tim Pat

Coogan, the author of the leading biography on Collins, as a consultant to help develop the

concept. SFIC brought Coogan to its New York offices to meet Frank, senior management and

marketing personnel. Coogan remained deeply involved in the creation and promotion of

Michael Collins for several years.

49. SFIC also began the process of designing and sourcing the bottles and

packaging for the whiskey. In addition, it developed detailed marketing plans and met with its

distributors across the country to discuss and promote the concept.
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50. SFIC also invested heavily in developing the whiskey itself. SFIC does

not produce its own spirits; instead, it relies upon third parties to produce the spirits to SFIC's

specifications.

51. In identifying a source of Irish whiskey for SFIC's nascent Irish whiskey

brand, Cooley -- at the time the sole independent distiller of the spirit -- was the logical choice.

The other two distilleries in Ireland either do not supply private labels or they do not double

distill their whisk ey, a characteristic SFIC knew it wanted to incorporate into the Michael Collins

brand.

52. Moreover, Cooley was known to produce high quality Irish whiskey

distilled in a traditional manner. Cooley's Irish whiskeys consistently had garnered high marks

in international spirits competitions. It utilized a double distillation process, as opposed to the

triple distillation process of the other two distillers. This double distillation method was a point

of differentiation for Michael Collins and a focal point of the marketing campaign that would be

launched in support of the brand.

53. In2004, Frank approached John Teeling, the Irish entrepreneur who

founded Cooley in the 1980s. Frank inquired if Cooley would be interested in working with

SFIC to develop Michael Collins and supply the Irish whiskey for the brand. Teeling agreed,

assuring Frank that Cooley had the expertise and long-range production capacity to take on the

project.

54. In late 2004, SFIC commissioned Cooley to develop both a single malt

and blended Irish whiskey to be marketed under the Michael Collins brand.

55. SFIC and Cooley memorialized the terms of this arangement in a Product

Development Agreement dated May 9,2005.
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56. Throughout the balance of 2005, SFIC and Cooley representatives focused

jointly on the minutiae of developing and launching the Michael Collins brand. They worked up

detailed specihcations for the whiskey; finalized the details of the bottles, caps, shipping cartons

and pallets to be used; identified sources for those materials; reviewed logistics regarding the

shipment of the product from Ireland to the United States for distribution; and formulated the

pricing for the whiskey.

57. In mid-November 2005, SFIC provided Cooley with a forecast of its

future demand for the Michael Collins blend and single malt to ensure that Cooley would have

sufficient whiskey in stock and aging to meet those demands'

58. The parties settled on pricing for the Irish whiskey and bottling fees in late

November 2005.

59. By mid-December 2005,the parties hadfinalized the specifications for the

production of both the eight-year single malt and the blended Irish whiskey to be bottled under

the Michael Collins brand.

The Services Agreement

60. In creating a new brand, SFIC routinely secures a long-term agreement

with the supplier of the product to ensure an uninterrupted supply suff,rcient for the long-term

viability of the brand. The Michael Collins brand was no different.

61. On January 11,2006, SFIC and Cooley executed a long-term Services

Agreement (the "Agreement"). A copy of the Agreement is attached hereto'

62. In the Agreement, Cooley was designated the exclusive supplier of

Michael collins Blended Irish whiskey and Michael collins Single Malt Irish whiskey to be
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imported, marketed and distributed by SFIC. SFIC agreed not to purchase Irish whiskey from

any other source during the contractual term.

63. Under the Agreement, Cooley obligated itself to manufacture the whiskey

in the quantities specified in SFIC's purchase orders.

64. Cooley also obligated itself to distill the whiskey and, where appropriate,

blend it in accordance with SFIC's specifications regarding taste, color, alcohol content and

consistency.

65. Further, Cooley obligated itself to bottle, label and package the whiskey,

and then palletize the product for shipment to the united States.

66. In addition, the Agreement incorporated a forecast for the production of

Michael Collins through 2015. In the Agreement, the parties anticipated conferring annually

with respect to sales and production forecasts.

67. The Agreement at Section 16.1 provided for an initial term of two years.

SFIC sought this brief initial term so it could assess the viability of the Michael Collins brand

before committing to an extended contractual term'

68. Section 16.1 provided that not less than three months prior to the

expiration of the initial term, SFIC "may give notice in writing to Cooley" either:

(a) that this Agreement will terminate on expiry of the

Initial Period; or

(b) that this Agreement will continue for further

successive periods of 6 years (each a "Renewal Period")'

(emphasis supplied).

At Section 16.2,the parties agreed that the Agreement could be terminated

on the first or each subsequent Renewal Period as follows:

69
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(a) by [SFIC] on giving written notice to Cooley not less

fhan2 years prior to expiry of the then current Renewal

Period; or

(b) by Cooley on giving written notice to [SFIC] not less

than 3 years prior to expiry of the then current Renewal

Period.

10. Section 16.4 of the Agreement provides

This Agreement may be terminated forthwith by either

party on written notice if the other party is in material

breach of the terms of the Agreement and, in the event of a

breach capable of being remedied, fails to remedy the

breach within sixty (60) days of receipt of notice in writing

ofsuch breach.

71. As consideration for Cooley's services, SFIC agreed to pay to Cooley

separate fees for producing the whiskey and for bottling it'

72. The Agreement provided that SFIC would pay to Cooley U.S. $12.80 per

liter of pure alcohol used in the blend and U.S. $17.50 for the single malt.

73. In order to ensure consistency in pricing and prevent arbitrary price

increases, SFIC insisted that the Agreement incorporate strict limits on Cooley's ability to raise

the prices it charged SFIC for the whiskey and its related services.

74. Specifically, Section 3.4 precluded Cooley from raising the prices during

the initial two-year term. Further, if the parties agreed to extend their relationship between

beyond the initial term, Cooley still was precluded from raising its prices for another year.

Thereafter, the parties agreed:

Cooley may increase the Fees upon not less than one

hundred and twenty (120) days' prior written notice to

ISFIC] so long as any increase is reasonable and directly

related to Cooley's increased costs. Any increased costs

shall be promptly documented if requested by ISFIC.]
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75. In the Agreement, SFIC also agreed to pay to Cooley certain deposits to be

credited against future purchases of the whiskey. Altematively, those deposits were to be

forfeited to Cooley if actual demand for Michael Collins fell short of SFIC's forecasts.

16. The Agreement provided that no deposits would be required in the first

two years of the contractual term. SFIC, however, would be required to make the deposits

beginning in the third year of the contract term, assuming it was extended beyond the initial two-

year term pursuant to Section 16.1(b).

71. In light of the fact that Cooley was the sole remaining independent distiller

of Irish whiskey, in negotiating the Agreement SFIC was careful to address the possibility that

Cooley could be acquired as part of the ongoing consolidation in the global spirits industry.

7g. Any such acquisition of or change in control at Cooley could jeopardize

SFIC's investment in the Michael Collins brand because SFIC could be left without a source for

Irish whiskey. Accordingly, SFIC sought -- and secured -- from Cooley significant contractual

protections against any disruption in the supply of Irish whiskey to be allocated to the Michael

Collins brand.

79 Specifically, Section 16.7 of the Agreement provides:

In circumstances where a third party obtains "control" of

Cooley as defined by reference by Section 432 of the Taxes

Consolidation Act, 1997, ISFIC] shall have the option to

either:

(a) terminate this Agreement on giving 2 years' written

notice to Cooley; or

(b) require Cooley to continue to perform its obligations

under this Agreement for a further minimum period of

six (6) years or until the end of the next Renewal

Period (whichever is later).
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80. Section 19.8 of the Agreement provides

8l

Cooley shall not atany time during the term of this

Agreement divest itself of any of its assets which would

have the effect of preventing or materially hindering it from

fulfilling its obligations under this Agreement unless the

person to whom the assets are divested agrees to enter into

a novation agreement under which it assumes the rights and

obligations of Cooley under this Agreement and it is

acceptable in all respects to [SFIC].

The parties provided that the Agreement "shall be governed by and

construed in accordance with Irish law."

82, The Agreement does not include a venue selection provision.

SFIC Invests Substantial Resources to Ensure
the Lone- erm Growth of el Collins

83. SFIC has an established track record as a brand builder that invests

substantial resources to develop a brand steadily over an extended period of time. SFIC applied

its proven formula for brand building to Michael Collins, making a substantial up-front

investment of money, time and sweat equity based on the company's conviction that Michael

Collins held extraordinary promise.

84. As a privately-held company, SFIC operates without concern for stock

analysts' quarterly estimates or other factors that dictate how its publicly-traded peers operate.

Free of these restrictions, SFIC has the flexibility to make substantial up-front investments in a

brand in order to position it for long-term success.

85. For example, the extremely successful Grey Goose brand sold only 20,000

cases in its first year. Fueled by an enorrnous up-front investment by SFIC, Grey Goose sales

grew to almost 1.8 million cases in just seven years. Likewise, after many years of heavy
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investment in Jägermeister, the brand skyrocketed from 500,000 cases in 1999 to 1 million cases

in2003 and2 million cases in 2005.

86. SFIC applied this proven strategy to Michael Collins. It launched Michael

Collins in2006 with a massive national introduction, investing over $3.5 million in the brand's

first year. Indeed, Michael Collins' budget for its first year was substantially larger than what

SFIC invested in the initial year of the massively successful Grey Goose brand.

81. SFIC hired a fulI time Brand Manager for Michael Collins in2006, an

Irish citizen with vast experience in the distilled spirits industry. Realizing the growing potential

for Michael Collins, in 2008 SFIC hired an Assistant Brand Manager for Michael Collins to

dedicate even more time to the marketing and promotion of Michael Collins.

88. From 2006 to 2072, SFIC pursued a fully integrated sales and marketing

initiative to gain distribution in both on- and off-premise retail accounts and to drive consumer

awareness and sales. SFIC's investment over this time period included consumer and trade print

advertising, broadcast radio advertising, trade and consumer point of sale promotions,

digital/social media, on-premise promotions, off-premise tastings, sponsorship of special events,

sponsorship of charitable events, trade shows, public relations, value-added packaging, consumer

sweepstakes, local programming, distribution and sales incentives, and a multitude of other

initiatives.

89. SFIC's senior management and sales force of approximately ninety

employees were tasked with gaining distribution of Michael Collins through the company's

network of sixty-nine distributors and brokers located across the country, as well as with on- and

off-premise retail accounts.
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90. From 2006 forward, Michael Collins was a primary focus of all of SFIC's

regular meetings with its distributors' senior management and sales forces. SFIC's distributors

were given sales goals which they were expected to achieve by investing substantial time and

resources in Michael Collins.

gl. SFIC held regular national and regional sales meetings attended by SFIC's

senior management and its entire sales and marketing force. Michael Collins was a major focus

at every national and regional sales meeting in order to ensure that all employees understood the

importance of Michael Collins both to their individual futures and the future of SFIC.

92. Senior management of Cooley made regular visits to SFIC's New York

office to discuss various issues relating to Michael Collins.

93. On approximately twenty occasions, SFIC's Michael Collins Brand

Manager, Senior Vice-President of Marketing and Vice-President of Product Development

travelled to Cooley's distillery in Ireland for meetings regarding Michael Collins.

94. All told, from 2006 through 2012, SFIC spent approximately $14 million

promoting, marketing and advertising Michael Collins across all market channels' By 2012,

Michael Collins was in the top five of SFIC's portfolio of brands with bright long-tetm

prospects.

SFIC and Cooley EnjoY an Extended
and Mutually Beneficial Relationship

2006

95. Cooley began bottling Michael Collins in early January 2006.

96. On January 6,2006, SFIC placed its first purchase order with Cooley for

in excess of 3,700 cases of Michael Collins. Within a week, the initial shipment of Michael
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Collins was on a container ship en route from Ireland to be distributed throughout the United

States in time for St. patrick's Day in March when demand for Irish whiskey peaks every year.

97. SFIC placed more than thirty additional purchase orders with Cooley in

2006, resulting in the shipment of in excess of 60,500 cases of Michael Collins to SFIC'

98. From 2006 forward, SFIC routinely forwarded to Cooley forecasts

reflecting its projected future requirements for Michael Collins. Those reports consistently were

in a form agreed upon by the parties. Cooley never once objected to the form or substance of

those forecasts.

99. Consistent with the Agreement, SFIC paid no deposits to Cooley in the

initial year of the contract term.

100. At no point in 2006 did Cooley maintain that SFIC was in breach of any

term of the Agreement, nor did it contend that the Agreement had been abandoned or advise of

any intention to terminate the Agreement.

2007

101. On June 1,2007, SFIC placed two purchase orders with Cooley for a total

of nearly 5,200 cases of Michael collins. cooley promptly shipped both orders.

102. In early June 2007, SFIC provided Cooley with a ftve-year projection of

its anticipated demand for Michael Collins.

103. On June 29,2007, SFIC placed with Cooley a purchase order for in excess

of 4,000 cases of Michael Collins. This was followed by a purchase order on July 6,2007 fot

nearly 1,700 cases. Cooley promptly shipped both orders'
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104. In July 2007, SFIC and Cooley representatives confened regarding the

current inventory of Michael Collins being held at Cooley's facility and SFIC's production needs

for the future.

105. Consistent with the Agreement, SFIC paid no deposits to Cooley in the

second year of the parties' contractual relationship.

106. 1n2007, Cooley shipped in excess of 10,500 cases of Michael Collins.

l0l. At no point in 2007 did Cooley maintain that SFIC was in breach of any

term of the Agreement, nor did it contend that the Agreement had been abandoned or advise of

any intention to terminate the Agreement.

2008

108. As the expiration of the initial two-year term of Agreement on January 11,

2008 approached, SFIC and Cooley representatives agreed that the Michael Collins brand was

developing nicely. They agreed to continue their contractual relationship beyond the initial term

and commence a new six-year term. Although the extension was not memorialized in writing,

the Agreement required no such writing and the parties' commitment to continuing with the

Michael Collins brand pursuant to the terms of the Agreement is reflected in their course of

conduct as detailed below.

109. As required by the Agreement, in the third year of the parties' contractual

relationship, SFIC paid to Cooley certain deposits pursuant to a detailed schedule attached to the

contract. Specifically, on January 22,2008, SFIC forwarded a$281.,026.00 deposit to Cooley.

Cooley accepted this deposit.
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110. Pursuant to the Agreement, Cooley was to hold the deposit and, in its

discretion, either apply it as a credit against future orders from SFIC or deduct from it if SFIC's

actual demand for Michael Collins fell below its forecasts.

I 1 1. Consistent with the Agreement, over the next several years Cooley applied

the deposit to afford SFIC credit on numerous purchases. Cooley elected not to deduct from the

deposit with respect to any instances in which demand for Michael Collins fell below SFIC's

forecast. Cooley did not require any deposits other than the substantial deposit SFIC made in

January 2008.

ll2. In discussions with SFIC, Cooley executives stated that deductions and

further deposits were not necessary given the positive nature of the parties' business relationship'

Further, these senior executives acknowledged that because Cooley had sufficient demand for

the Irish whiskey from other buyers, it would not be harmed if SFIC's forecasts outpaced its

actual demand for Cooley's whiskey.

113. On August 25,2008, SFIC advised Cooley that it would require one

shipping container of Michael Collins to be bottled in the November-December 2008 time frame

and shipped to the United States in time for the annual spike in demand for Irish whiskey in and

around St. Patrick's Day.

lI4. In its August25,2008 communication, SFIC also advised Cooley that it

was developing its forecast for demand in2009 and inquired into whether Cooley anticipated any

pricing changes. Consistent with the Agreement, any pricing adjustments could not go into

effect until the fourth year of the parties' contractual relationship.

1 15. During September 2008, SFIC and Cooley representatives discussed

pricing issues in detail.
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1 16. On Septemb er 26,2008, SFIC provided Cooley with its revised

projections for demand through 2013.

ll7. On December 4,2008, SFIC placed with Cooley a purchase order for in

excess of 1,800 cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped this order.

I 18. Throughout 2008, the Agreement remained in full force and effect and the

parties continued to perform their respective obligations thereunder. At no point during 2008 did

Cooley maintain that SFIC was in breach of any term of the Agreement, nor did it contend that

the Agreement had been abandoned or advise of any intention to terminate the Agreement'

2009

119. The parties' joint efforts to produce, distribute and promote Michael

Collins under the Agreement continued into 2009.

120. Consistent with Section 3.4 of the Agreement, in January 2009 the parties

agreed to an increase in the price per liter of pure alcohol to $14.20 for the blend and $19.40 for

the single malt. The Agreement provided that January 2009 was the earliest a price increase

could take effect if the contract was extended beyond the initial two-year term to an additional

six-year term.

l2I. By 2009, SFIC was considering a move to change its eight-year single

malt brand to a ten- or twelve-year Irish whiskey. Cooley was actively engaged in those

discussions throughout 2009.

122. During 2009, SFIC also began to study a possible repackaging of its

Michael Collins brand to reflect a more traditional bottle of Irish whiskey. Cooley was actively

involved in those discussions throughout 2009.
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I23. In March 200g,the Michael Collins single malt won the Double Gold

Medal at the San Francisco World Spirits Competition, one of the most respected competitions in

the spirits industry. The Michael Collins blend won the Silver Medal.

124. On June 2,2009, SFIC advised Cooley that it would require one shipping

container of Michael Collins to be bottled in September 2009.

I25. On June 5,2009, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess of 1,900

cases of Michael Collins. SFIC promptly shipped the order.

126. In August 2009, SFIC settled on its plan to overhaul the packaging of the

Michael Collins brand. It also decided to proceed with a ten-year single malt and discontinue the

original eight-year version. V/ith those decisions made, SFIC and Cooley proceeded to engage

in detailed and extended discussions regarding pricing and anticipated future demand.

I27. Throughout 2009, Cooley was directly involved in, among other things,

selecting the new labels and bottles in which Michael Collins would be distributed.

128. On August 21,2009, SFIC advised Cooley that it was considering an order

of between 1,500 and 2,000 cases of the 1O-year single malt. SFIC requested pricing information

on the order and suggested the parties confer on "2010 volume, pricing, deposits, etc- . . ."

l2g. In September 2009, after careful deliberations involving Cooley

representatives, SFIC settled on the detailed specifications for the ten-year single malt.

130. On September 2,2009, SFIC forwarded to Cooley its forecast for 2010.

SFIC estimated that it would require up to 14,000 cases of the blended whiskey and 2,000 cases

of the single malt.

131. On September 17,2009, Cooley forwarded to SFIC its pricing information

for the blended whiskey and single malt.
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I32. On September 18, 2009, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess

of 1,900 cases of Michael Collins. SFIC promptly shipped this order.

133. Throughout 2009,the Agreement remained in full force and effect and the

parties continued to perform their obligations thereunder. At no point during 2009 did Cooley

maintain that SFIC was in breach of any term of the Agreement, nor did it contend that the

Agreement had been abandoned or advise of any intention to terminate the Agreement'

2010

134. From January through March 20l0,the SFIC and Cooley teams worked

intensely on details relating to the labels, bottles, caps, shipping cartons and other materials

involved in the repackaging of the Michael Collins brand. Among other things, Cooley played a

key role in reviewing artwork and securing bids from outside vendors for the materials to be used

in the redesigned packaging.

135. On January 5,2010, SFIC requested that Cooley provide a full year-end

inventory of Michael Collins. SFIC also requested that Cooley forward any outstanding invoices

for 2009. Cooley complied with these requests.

136. On January 20,2010, SFIC advised Cooley that it would require all

remaining blended Irish whiskey that Cooley had in stock to be bottled, palletized and shipped.

Cooley responded that it had scheduled production of this order for later in January.

I37. On January 29,2010, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for 700 cases of

Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped this order.

138. In March 2010,the Michael Collins single malt won the Silver Medal in

the Irish whiskey category at the prestigious San Francisco 
'World Spirits Competition.
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139. On March 4,2010, SFIC advised Cooley that it would require one

shipping container of Michael Collins to be bottled in April.

I40. On April 12,2010, Jack Teeling, the Managing Director at Cooley and the

son of its founder, John Teeling, emailed SFIC to express support for the repackaging effort:

Looking forward to seeing how the new packaging works

in the market but feel it is a strong move that will hopefully

resonate with Irish whiskey consumers in the US[.]

141. On April 15,2010, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess of

2,300 cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped the order.

. I42. In May 2010, SFIC and Cooley representatives discussed and resolved

numerous inventory issues. They also reviewed SFIC's projected demand for the whiskey.

143. On May 24,2010, SFIC advised Cooley that it would require a shipping

container of Michael Collins to be bottled in June. It further advised that it would be placing an

order for an additional container of the whiskey to be shipped later in the summer.

I44. On June 18, 2010, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess of

2,300 cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped the order.

I45. Through the summer of 2010, SFIC and Cooley representatives discussed

the application of the deposit SFIC had made in January 2008.

146. On September 2,2010, SFIC placed two orders with Cooley for a total of

in excess of 3,640 cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped the orders.

147 . On October 29,2010, SFIC advised Cooley that it would require one

shipping container of Michael Collins to be bottled and shipped in January 2011.

148. On November25,2010, Jack Teeling, Cooley's Managing Director,

emailed the SFIC team to wish them and their families a Happy Thanksgiving. Teeling added:
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Thanks for all your support and efforts on developing our

business together over the last year.

149. On December 10, 2010, SFIC again advised Cooley that it would require a

shipping container of Michael Collins to be bottled and shipped in early January 2011.

150. Throughout20l0,the Agreement remained in full force and effect and the

parties continued to perform their obligations thereunder. At no point during 2010 did Cooley

maintain that SFIC was in breach of any term of the Agreement, nor did it contend that the

Agreement had been abandoned or advise of any intention to terminate the Agreement.

20ll

1 5 1 . In January 20ll , SFIC rolled out a national launch of the repackaged

Michael Collins. It invested heavily in advertising and promotional events in the New York,

Philadelphia, V/ashington, D.C., Atlanta, Chicago, Austin, Denvet, Portland and San Francisco

markets. Special events promoting Michael Collins were held in all nine targeted markets

throughout 2011. SFIC spent in excess of $2 million promoting the brand in2011 alone.

152. By early 2}ll,the success of SFIC's move to overhaul the packaging of

the Michael Collins brand became clear. Demand for the repackaged product grew steadily.

Supply of Michael Collins in SFIC's pipeline was quickly becoming depleted. The pace and

magnitude of SFIC's orders accelerated dramatically from that point forward.

153. On January 13,2011, for example, SFIC advised Cooley that it would

require two shipping containers of Michael Collins to be bottled and shipped in February 2011.

154. On January 15,2011, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess of

2,400 cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped this order.
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155. On January 17,2011, SFIC provided Cooley with a forecast of its demand

for Michael Collins for 2}I2,estimating that it would need 15,500 cases of the blended whiskey

and 2,000 cases of the single malt.

156. On January 21,2011, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess of

1,600 cases of Michael collins. cooley promptly shipped this order.

157 . On January 28,2011, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess of

1,700 cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped this order.

158. On February 3,2011, SFIC directed Cooley "to bottle and ship as soon as

possible" two containers -- nearly 3,600 cases -- of Michael Collins. Fufther, SFIC advised that

demand was such that "we are getting short on inventory. Good news but we need to make sure

we don't run out of stock."

159. On February 8,2011, SFIC advised Cooley of the "good/bad news" that

SFIC already had orders for half the shipment of single malt that was then en route to the United

States. "The earlier you can ship the first February container," SFIC stated, "the better."

160. The following day Cooley advised SFIC that bottling of the next shipment

of Michael Collins would commence the following week.

161. On February 10,2071, SFIC advised Cooley that it was "virtually out of

stock" and needed to adjust the bottling schedule to meet the pressing demand for the single

malt. Demand was so brisk, SFIC advised, that the next shipment of Michael Collins would

have to be shipped by air rather than by container ship -- an extraordinary move given the high

cost of shipping orders of this magnitude by air freight.

162. The following day, SFIC advised Cooley that "we have been shipping a

multiple of what we shipped last year" for the single malt. The earlier forecast of 2,000 cases of
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the single malt, SFIC advised, "very well may be much too low. Do you have an estimate of

how much 10 year old single malt you would have available for 2011?"

163. Responding to SFIC's inquiry, Jack Teeling, Cooley's Managing Director,

wrote in a February ll,2011 email:

I am sure we will have whatever you will need. Let me

know your potential demands and I will come back to

[vou].

164. On February 18, 2011, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for 640 cases of

the single malt Michael Collins. Cooley rushed to ship this order by air freight.

165. Demand for the blended whiskey was also strong. On February 22,2011,

SFIC inquired of Cooley, "[I]f we were to airship some. . . Blend, how much would you have

ready on Monday?"

166. The following day, Cooley advised that it could ship eleven pallets of the

blended whiskey by air freight the following week. SFIC immediately authorized the air

shipment and stated that it might follow up shortly with additional requests for air shipments in

order to meet booming demand.

167. On February 24,2011, SFIC asked Cooley if it could accommodate a

doubling of SFIC's earlier forecast for 2,000 cases of the single malt and supply 4,000 cases.

Jack Teeling, Cooley's Managing Director, responded:

I don't foresee this being a problem.

168. On February 28,2011, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess of

1,200 cases of Michael Collins. Once again, Cooley rushed to ship the order to SFIC by air

freight.

169. On March 1,2071, Teeling advised SFIC:
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we have the inventory to supply your increased forecast for

[Michael Collins] 10 [Year] Old Single Malt.

110. Also on March l,20ll, SFIC directed Cooley to promptly bottle in excess

of 4,000 cases of Michael Collins.

l7I. By March 2}Il,Michael Collins sales were up 63 percent year-to-date.

I72. Adding to the growing market buzzabout Michael Collins, in March 2011

the Michael Collins single malt won the Double Gold Medal and the blend secured the Bronze

Medal at the San Francisco World Spirits Competition. That same month the blend won the

Chairman's Trophy at the Ultimate Spirits Challenge in New York'

173. By early 201I, the business relationship between SFIC and Cooley had

matured and deepened considerably. In March 2011, a team of senior executives from SFIC,

including its Chief Executive Ofhcer, Lee Einsidler, travelled to Ireland to meet with their

counterparts at Cooley. At the meeting, the representatives discussed the prospect of SFIC

importing and distributing Cooley's own brands of Irish whiskey, including Kilbeggan.

I74. At the meeting, John Teeling, Cooley's Chairman, stated that, based on

the parties' dealings since 2004, he was suffrciently comfortable with and confident in SFIC to

entrust his brands to SFIC. SFIC agreed in principle to become the exclusive United States

importer of Cooley's brands. The parties agreed to study the matter further and move toward the

negotiation of a definitive agreement.

n5. On March 7,2011, Jack Teeling of Cooley wrote to SFIC:

We are all excited by your plans for [Michael Collins] and

enthused by your interest in our brands.

17 6. On March 3l , 2011 , SFIC placed with Cooley an order for 234 cases of

Michael Collins. Cooley rush delivered the order to SFIC by air freight.
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177. On April 2,2011, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for nearly 2,300

cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped this order'

I7B. On April 8, 2011, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess of 1,900

cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped this order'

179. On April 16,2011, SFIC placed with Cooley a rush order for 224 cases of

Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped this order by air freight.

180. In May 201I, SFIC placed two orders with Cooley for a total in excess of

4,700 cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped these orders.

Cootey Enlists SFIC's Assistance in
Fendins Off an Unsolicited Acquisition Bid

1 8 I . On May 17 , 20ll , Cooley's Chairman, John Teeling, emailed SFIC's

Chief Executive Officer, Lee Einsidler, requesting SFIC's assistance with an urgent matter.

Cooley, Teeling advised Einsidler, was the target of an unsolicited acquisition bid.

182. In his }l4ay 17 email, Teeling wrote:

'We 
are being circled by a bidder. We do not want this and

control a big stake. I am preparing a defense if necessary'

Could you think what quantities you might want for the

next 5 years[?] Nothing in stone[.]

183. Teeling advised Einsidler that he was considering various strategies in

response to the bid. Those strategies, Teeling stated in his }y'ray 17 email, included flatly

rejecting the bid; effecting apafüal sale of Cooley, excluding its Kilbeggan brand; or entering

into a supply contract with the bidder.

184. SFIC and Cooley representatives gathered on a conference call later in the

day on May 17. During the call, Teeling identified the bidder as Grant, the family-owned

Scottish company and producer of Tullamore Dew Irish whiskey. Grant does not own a
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distillery capable of producing its Tullamore Dew brand. Upon information and belief, Grant

was attracted to Cooley's ability to provide a reliable and long-terrn source of Irish whiskey for

that brand.

185. During the conference call, Teeling stated that he was opposed to selling

his company but was being pressured to consider the bid by a number of his investors anxious to

realize a return on their investments. Teeling advised that he was approaching SFIC as a trusted

business partner for assistance in repelling the bid while at the same time appeasing his investors.

186. In a further sign of the depth of the business relationship that had

developed between SFIC and Cooley, during the conference call Teeling proposed selling certain

of Cooley's brands to SFIC.

187. Alternatively, Teeling inquired if SFIC would extend a loan to Cooley.

188. Teeling advised SFIC that he would use the cash raised through the sale or

loan to help placate his investors. He said he planned to use the cash to buy out some of the

investors and take a majority interest in Cooley that would allow him to repel any acquisition bid

by Grant.

189. The possibility that Cooley might be acquired troubled SFIC, because it

posed a grave threat to SFIC's access to the only source of Irish whiskey for the Michael Collins

brand just as it was hitting its stride. SFIC communicated these concems directly to Teeling.

190. In a letter to Teeling dated }r/ray 19,2017, SFIC's counsel underscored the

fact that the Agreement expressly addressed the scenario in which Cooley was approached by a

potential acquirer.

191. Specifically, SFIC's counsel referred Teeling to Sections 16.7 and 19.8 of

the Agreement. SFIC's counsel wrote:
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t92

[W]e would like to point out a few relevant provisions of
the Agreement related to SFIC's interests if a third pafty

acquires COOLEY, either through the sale of COOLEY

shares so there is a "change in control" at COOLEY or

through a sale of all or substantially all of COOLEY'S

assets:

a. Chanse in Control: Under Section 16.7 of the

Agreement, if a third-party obtains control of
COOLEY (for example, through a purchase of a

majority of the COOLEY shares), SFIC has the

option to require COOLEY to continue to perform

its obligations under the Agreement for a minimum

of 6 years or longer, depending on when such a

purchase occurs.

b. Asset Purchase: Under Section 19.8, if COOLEY

divests itself of any assets that would have the

effect of preventing or materially hindering it from

fulfrlling its obligations under the Agreement, the

entity acquiring such assets is required to assume all

rights and obligations under this Agreement. Most

importantly, a novation agreement (essentially, atri-
party agreement) must be entered into between the

new third-party owner, COOLEY and SFIC

whereby the new third-party owner assumes such

"rights and obligations of COOLEY under this

Agreement and is acceptable in all respects to

IsFrc].

In his May 19 letter, SFIC',s counsel requested that Teeling make Grant

aware of these contractual provisions.

lg3. Members of SFIC's senior management, including Einsidler, its Chief

Executive Officer, met with Cooley's Chairman, John Teeling, and Managing Director, Jack

Teeling, at SFIC's offices on June 16,20ll to discuss Grant's anticipated bid'
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lg4. At the meeting, Teeling expressly acknowledged the contractual

provisions SFIC's counsel had highlighted in his May 19 letter. Teeling also assured SFIC that

he understood that, as an acquirer, Grant would be bound by the terms of the Agreement.

195. Despite Teeling's assurances, SFIC remained deeply troubled by Cooley's

potential acquisition. At the June 16 meeting, SFIC advised Teeling that it preferred to maintain

its existing contractual relationship with the current management at Cooley' In addition, SFIC

noted, Grant's acquisition of Cooley would eliminate any chance of moving forward with plans

to designate SFIC as the importer of Cooley's brands.

196. SFIC and Cooley closed the meeting in agreement that they would

continue to study their options in light of Grant's anticipated bid.

ß1. In a June 17,20ll email to Einsidler of SFIC, Teeling wrote:

On the US marketing proposal, we need to do projections

both for Michael Collins and for the Cooley brands.

Estimates are necessary to allocate current maturing

whiskeys and in planning future distillation. 'We also need

to see whether or not combining our brands in the US

makes sense.

There is a major opportunity in the US' We are prepared to

increase our marketing spend to support your efforts.

198. In a June 18, 2011 email to SFIC, Jack Teeling, Cooley's Managing

Director, followed up on a number of issues addressed at the parties' meeting earlier in the week.

lgg. SFIC provided a detailed response to Cooley's June 18 inquires. Most

signif,rcantly, in a July 7,201 I email SFIC provided Cooley with a S-year projection of its

anticipated demand for Michael Collins. Through 2016, SFIC advised Cooley, it would require

an estimated 196,575 cases of Michael Collins'
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200. Once again, Cooley's senior-most executives unequivocally assured SFIC

that Cooley could and would meet this projected demand for Michael Collins.

201 . In the late summer of 201 1, Cooley advised that it could not at that time

proceed with plans to sell certain of its brands to SFIC. John Teeling, Cooley's Chairman,

advised that his investors opposed the plan because it could persuade Grant or some other bidder

not to acquire the company. These investors were pressing Cooley to entertain Grant's

anticipated bid so they could recoup their investment, Teeling told SFIC, and he therefore had to

drop his plan to sell the brands as a means of avoiding an acquisition.

As the Threat of an Acquisition by Grant subsides, cooley and

SFIC Redo uhle Their.Ioint Resardins Mich Collins

202. Ultimately, Grant elected not to pursue an acquisition of Cooley. With the

distraction of Grant's bid behind it, Cooley resumed bottling and shipping increasingly larger

orders of Michael Collins to SFIC.

203. On July 22,2011, SFIC placed with Cooley an order for in excess of 1,900

cases of Michael Collins. Cooley promptly shipped this order.

204. In August 2011, SFIC placed with Cooley four purchase orders for a total

in excess of 8,000 cases of Michael Collins. Cooley shipped these orders to SFIC in four

containers during the fall of 201 l.

205. In an October 14,2011 email, SFIC advised Cooley that the Michael

Collins brand "is continuing to grow steadily and we will implement some programs ahead of St.

Patrick's day next yeat." SFIC advised Cooley that it would require 8,300 cases to be bottled

and shipped by mid-December 2011. "This," SFIC wrote to Cooley, "should take care of our l't

quarter needs for next yeat."
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206. Responding to SFIC's substantial order, Jack Teeling, Cooley's Managing

Director, stated in an October 14,2011 email, "Thanks for the new orders. It is great to see

things are going well. When would you feel comfortable sharing your 2012 projections for

[Michael Collins] with me?"

201. On October 17,2011, SFIC placed with Cooley four orders for in excess

of 8,300 cases of Michael Collins. Cooley shipped these orders to SFIC in four containers in

December 20lI and January 2012.

208. Responding to Teeling's request for 2012 projections, on October 24,

201 1 SFIC advised Cooley that it estimated that it would require 28,500 cases of Michael Collins

in20t2.

209. In20I1, Cooley produced and shipped in excess of 10,200 cases of

Michael Collins for distribution by SFIC -- a 46 percent increase over the prior year, reflecting

the market's positive response to SFIC's decision in 2010 to repackage the brand.

210. As of late 2011, SFIC had committed $2 million to be spent in20I2to

promote the Michael Collins brand nationally through advertising and promotional programs.

2ll. At no point in 2011 did Cooley indicate that it lacked an adequate supply

of Irish whiskey to meet SFIC's increasing demand and future needs. To the contrary, Cooley's

senior-most executives, including both its Chairman and Managing Director, consistently

provided SFIC with firm assurances that Cooley would be able to support the increasing demand

for the Michael Collins brand moving forward.

2I2. Throughout2}ll, the Agreement remained in full force and effect and the

parties continued to perform their obligations. At no point during 2011 did Cooley maintain that
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SFIC was in breach of any of the Agreement's terms, nor did it contend that the Agreement had

been abandoned or advise of any intention to terminate the Agreement.

Beam Ann nces fts PIan to Acouire Coolev

213. On December 16, 2017, John Teeling, Cooley's Chairman, shocked

Einsidler, SFIC's Chief Executive Officer, with an early morning email. Beam, Teeling advised,

soon would be announcing its plan to acquire Cooley.

2I4. Despite the regular and detailed communications between SFIC and

Cooley in the months leading up to Teeling's email, no one at Cooley had given SFIC any

indication that it had even been approached by Beam.

2I5. Throughout the months leading up to Teeling's December 16 email,

Cooley was aware of its contractual obligations to SFIC in the event Cooley was acquired or

underwent a change in control.

216. Having consulted closely with SFIC in connection with Grant's

anticipated bid only a few months earlier, Cooley understood at this time that SFIC would insist

that Cooley honor its obligations under the Agreement if it was acquired or otherwise changed

hands.

217. Later in the morning of December 16, Beam did announce that it had

entered into an agreement to acquire Cooley.

2I8. In announcing the transaction, Beam noted that Cooley was the industry's

"only remaining independent Irish whiskey distillery[.]"

2I9. Further, Beam stated that Cooley's distillery had adequate capacity to

support expanded sales. Beam stated:

Cooley....currently sells approximately 250,000 9-liter

cases per year -- divided among its brands, private label
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products and bulk sales to third-party customers -- and has

production capacity to support substantial future growth.

(emphasis supplied).

SFIC Presses for Assurances That
Coolev Will Ho the Asreement

220. News of Cooley's impending acquisition was a source of extreme concem

at SFIC. With millions of dollars invested in the Michael Collins brand by this point, any

disruption in the supply of Irish whiskey from Cooley would represent a major threat to both the

brand and SFIC's substantial investment.

221. In a December 20,2011 letter to John Teeling, Cooley's Chairman,

SFIC's counsel placed Cooley on notice of SFIC's position that the Agreement "continues in full

force and effect until at least December 31, 2019." SFIC's counsel continued:

We therefore look forward to a continued positive

relationship with Cooley and the continued satisfaction of
our supply needs for Michael Collins Irish Whiskey.

Please confirm that the proposed acquisition will have no

impact on the Services Agreement, the quality of Michael

Collins Irish V/hiskey and our continuing supply needs.

As you have kindly informed us of the prospective

acquisition by Beam of Cooley, we would also like to

confirm that Cooley has made Beam aware of Cooley's

obligations under the Services Agreement so that SFIC's

interests are properly taken into account. It would also be

beneficial if you could provide us with contact details for

the relevant person at Beam with whom SFIC might be

likely to deal on an ongoing basis with respect to the

Services Agreement and our supply needs in the future.

222. Upon information and belief, Teeling knew at this time that, in order to

reap the financial benefits of his deal with Beam, he would have to fall in line with Beam's

strategy of terminating Cooley's long-term supply contract with SFIC in order to redirect
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Cooley's production capacity to support the Kilbeggan brand. Knowing he had sold out SFIC

and planned to walk away from Cooley's commitment to supply Michael Collins well into the

future, Teeling scrambled to duck SFIC's direct inquiries.

223. In a December 2I,201 1 email, Teeling advised SFIC's counsel that he

was out of the office for the Christmas holidays. "You know," Teeling wtote, "the [I]rish take a

ten day break[.]"

224. When SFIC had not heard back from Cooley by the morning of January 3,

20¡2,SFIC's counsel emailed Teeling. "The holidays are over," SFIC's counsel wrote. "I look

forward to hearing from you."

225. Later that morning, Teeling advised SFIC's counsel that he was back in

the offrce and "integrating our new colleagues this week[.]"

226. SFIC's counsel responded to Teeling on the afternoon of January 3,

writing:

Please confirm that you will be responding to the open

issues raised in our letter and when we can expect such

response.

227. By January 12,2012, SFIC still had received no substantive response from

Cooley. That morning, Einsidler, SFIC's Chief Executive Officer, attempted to contact Teeling.

Teeling again dodged the call.

228. Teeling later emailed Einsidler. Teeling apologized for not taking

Einsidler's call, adding:

I am involved in completion meetings with Beam. You

need to talk to the Beam people not me[.]

229. Teeling specifically referred Einsidler to Bill Newlands, president of

Beam's operations in North America.
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230. John Frank, SFIC's Vice-Chairman, promptly attempted without success

to reach Newlands by telephone. In a January 12,2012 email, Newlands acknowledged Frank's

telephone message from earlier in the day but added:

I would not be the person handling any questions of supply

ongoing. Once the deal is closed the person handling it will

be in touch to discuss any questions or issues.

23I. Frank resPonded to Newlands:

I wanted to make sure you knew about our services

agreement (production). . .with Cooley.

Upon closing -- please have the appropriate person contact

me.

232. Beam's acquisition of Cooley closed on or about January I7,2012.

Incredibly, Beam Claims the Agreement
'Was Abandoned, Rescinded or Terminated

233. As of January 30, 2012, SFIC still had received no response to its queries

as to whether Cooley intended to continue to meet its obligations under the Agreement. That

morning, SFIC advised Cooley that it would require some 2,350 cases of Michael Collins and

inquired as to when it would be shipped.

234. The January 30 purchase order prompted Beam to finally break its silence

After the close of business that day, Beam's counsel forwarded to SFIC a letter advising of

Beam's astounding position that "the material terms of the Services Agreement have not been

observed for several years and the Services Agreement has been abandoned and rescinded."

235. Beam's counsel added:

Alternatively, if and to the extent that the Services

Agreement technically remains effective, which Beam

disputes, this letter constitutes notice of termination under

Section 16.4 of the Services Agreement following SFIC's
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material breach in respect of the failure to provide relevant

forecasts and the failure to pay deposits. SFIC's breaches

of the Services Agreement are not capable of being

remedied.

236. In the letter, Beam maintained that over the years Cooley had been

providing whiskey to SFIC "on an ad hoc, 'as available' basis." "Each purchase order," Beam's

counsel maintained, "was hlled on its own from existing inventory and not in accordance with,

or under the terms of, the Services Agreement or any other long-term supply agreement."

237. Beam's counsel further maintained that the "dealings between [Cooley

and SFIC] confirm that the Services Agreement was legally abandoned and rescinded by the

parties some time ago and is no longer effective."

238. Prior to Beam's January 20letter, Cooley had never once maintained that

the Agreement had been abandoned. SFIC, in fact, had not abandoned the Agreement.

23g. Prior to Beam's January 20letter, Cooley had never once maintained that

the Agreement had been rescinded. The Agreement, in fact, had not been rescinded.

240. Prior to Beam's January 20 letter, Cooley had never once maintained that

SFIC was in breach of the Agreement, either for failing to provide forecasts and deposits or for

any other reason. SFIC, in fact, was not in breach of the Agreement. Moreover, any such breach

was capable of being remedied upon proper notice.

241. The assertions set forth in Beam's January 20 letter were entirely baseless.

It plainly was a pretext to get out from under a binding contractual obligation Beam viewed as an

inconvenient obstacle to its plan to monopolize Cooley's production capacity to support a full-tilt

promotion of the Kilbeggan brand in the United States as part of its challenge to the three

dominant players in the Irish whiskey market.
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242. Upon information and belief, as part of its acquisition, Cooley informed

Beam of Cooley's obligations under the Agreement to produce suffrcient volumes of Michael

Collins to meet SFIC's long-term needs.

243. Further, in acquiring Cooley, Beam knew that Cooley was the only source

of Irish whiskey available to SFIC and that shutting off this source would be fatal to the Michael

Collins brand.

244. Upon information and belief, as part of its acquisition, Cooley informed

Beam that Cooley was contractually obligated to ensure that Beam assumed Cooley's obligations

under the Agreement.

Beam Sets into Motion a Plan to
Destrov the Michael Collins Brand

245. At the time of Beam's acquisition of Cooley, Kilbeggan and Michael

Collins were head-to-head competitors in the hot United States market. Both are double-distilled

(as opposed to triple distilled like most Irish whiskeys) and thus shared many of the same

characteristics and appealed to many of the same consumers. Further, the brands shared a

similar premium price point.

246. Because Michael Collins and Kilbeggan essentially occupied the same

niche in the United States market, Beam was detetmined to eliminate Michael Collins in order to

facilitate its plan to position Kilbeggan as a rival to the top-selling Jameson brand.

241. From at least January 2072 forward, Cooley and Beam schemed to

squeeze SFIC out of the Irish whiskey market and improperly redirect Cooley's production

capacity for the exclusive benefit of Beam's brands, particularly Kilbeggan'

249. At the same time, Beam sought to deliberately mislead SFIC by

misrepresenting that Cooley and Beam were interested in amicably resolving the parties'
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differences and continuing to supply SFIC with Michael Collins. As it continued to mislead

SFIC in this manner over the course of several months, Beam knew that SFIC's supply of

Michael Collins was being depleted rapidly.

249. On February 28,2012, Beam and SFIC representatives met in Chicago.

Ostensibly, the meeting was arranged to explore a potential resolution to the issues arising out of

the Cooley transaction. Beam requested detailed sales, marketing and advertising information

regarding the Michael Collins brand. In good faith, SFIC disclosed this valuable "route to

market" information to Beam.

250. It became immediately clear to SFIC that the February 28 meeting was a

ruse. The meeting ended abruptly without any progress. Literally as he was walking out of the

meeting room, a senior Beam executive handed a letter to Einsidler, SFIC's Chief Executive

Officer. The letter, dated February 28,2012, reflects that going into the meeting Beam had no

intention of resolving the matter amicably; instead, upon information and belief, Beam's plan

simply was to obtain SFIC's valuable "route to market" information as a means ofjump-starting

its entry into to the Irish whiskey market in the United States.

251. The February 28 letter outlined Beam's plan to eliminate Michael Collins

as a competitor. Beam's first step was to claim that Cooley lacked an adequate supply of Irish

whisky to meet SFIC's demands. In the letter, Beam stated:

Beam has encountered supply challenges on its Irish

V/hiskey made by Cooley Distillery due to demand relative

to lack of prior forecasting.

As a consequence, we will not be able to support Michael

Collins inventory needs long term.
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252. Beam's assertion regarding "supply challenges" at Cooley was directly

contrary to Cooley's representations to SFIC over the course of several years in which it

unequivocally assured SFIC of its ability to meet SFIC's demands.

253. Beam's assertion regarding a shortage of Irish whiskey at Cooley also was

inconsistent with statements it made in announcing the Cooley acquisition just two months

earlier. At that time, Beam stated flatly that Cooley "has production capacity to support

substantial future growth," including sales to private labels like Michael Collins.

254. In its February 28letter, Beam fuither stated:

As a consequence of the acquisition, our costs of goods

have gone up considerably and we will need to implement

the following changes to your cost of goods with
immediate effect[.]

255. Beam offered no support for its assertion regarding the alleged cost

increases it encountered "[a]s a consequence of the acquisition[.]" In the spirits industry, an

acquirer typically will realize savings due to increased economies of scale.

256. What Beam proposed in its February 2S letter was to provide SFIC with a

fraction of the Michael Collins it required at a patently uffeasonable price increase of thirt)'-five

percent. Based on its broad industry experience, Beam knew that SFIC would be unable to

absorb a price increase of this magnitude.

257. The price increase Beam sought to impose unilaterally upon SFIC also

violated the express terms of the Agreement. The Agreement provides that any price increase

must be "reasonable and directly related to Cooley's increased costs"; that any "increased costs

shall be promptly documented if requested by [SFIC]"; and that any price increase must be

preceded by 120 days' notice.
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258. In a letter dated March 5,2012, SFIC's counsel responded forcefully to

Beam's move to decimate the Michael Collins brand. Beam's January 30 letter, SFIC's counsel

stated, "came as a significant surprise to us given the positive dealings which we have had for the

past six years with Cooley Distillery Plc. pursuant to the Services Agreement."

259. SFIC's counsel continued:

The Services Agreement is a binding contract which

remains in full force and effect in all material respects until

at least December 31,2079. Any suggestion to the contrary

is simply incorrect and misguided. In this regard, ISFIC]
rejects the contentions in your letter that there has been any

breach by SFIC of this Agreement. Any changes to the

manner in which the parties dealt with each other under the

Services Agreement since 2006 \À/ere agreed and accepted

by the contracting parties.

260. SFIC advised Beam that under the circumstances:

SFIC expects [Cooley] (who has not made any complaint

about the operation of the Agreement) to comply with its

obligations under the Agreement including but not limited

to fulfilling the purchase orders issued by SFIC[.]

261. In the weeks and months that followed, SFIC repeatedly demanded that

Beam and Cooley provide documentation justifying the price increase. In response to SFIC's

demands, Beam and Cooley deliberately misrepresented that the supporting documentation

would be forthcoming. Beam and Cooley also intentionally misled SFIC into believing that they

would agree to a more reasonable price increase and that, in the end, they would honor the

Agreement and continue to supply whiskey to SFIC.

262. Beam's ruse continued for several months. Beam consistently induced

SFIC into believing that Beam and Cooley would honor the Agreement while concealing its

actual goal of eliminating Michael Collins as a competitor to Kilbeggan'
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263. Finally, on October 26,2012, SFIC placed an order with Cooley for 2,352

cases of Michael Collins. In a telephone conversation on that day with Beam's Vice-President

for Sales Strategy, Kevin Cooke, Einsidler, SFIC's Chief Executive Ofhcer, stated that Beam

had been stringing SFIC along for several months and that, as a result, SFIC would soon run out

of Michael Collins inventory.

264. Einsidler demanded that Beam honor the Agreement at the original pricing

and ship the latest order accordingly. In response, Cooke stated that Beam would not honor the

Agreement and intended to stand firm on the 35 percent price increase.

Beam Schemes to Interfere With
SFIC's Distributor Relationships

265. As it strung SFIC along for several months, Beam plainly had no intention

of honoring Cooley's contractual obligations. In fact, Beam already was implementing a plan to

destroy the goodwill the Michael Collins brand enjoyed among the network of wholesale

distributors upon which SFIC relied to get Michael Collins to consumers across the United

States.

266. In the distilled spirits industry, distributor cooperation and attention to a

brand is absolutely critical. SFIC, as an importer, operates within the three-tier system

established following the repeal of Prohibition. Under this three-tier system, SFIC may only sell

to independent distributors located in "open" states or to state liquor control boards in those

"control" states where the state government distributes distilled spirits. The distributors, in turn,

may only sell to on- and off-premise retail accounts, such as bars and restaurants.

267. For an SFIC brand to succeed in this system, it is vital that all three tiers

have absolute conhdence in the future potential and availability of that brand.
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268. A strong relationship between SFIC and its distributors is of paramount

importance in ensuring proper distribution and aggressive local promotion of SFIC's product.

Distributors are asked to invest their own funds to promote SFIC's products. Distributors will

only do so for those brands they believe have a viable future.

269. In the last decade, the spirits industry has experienced mass consolidation

at the supplier and distributor tiers. As a result, a handful of suppliers and distributors control

the vast majority of spirits volume in the United States. It has become increasingly more

difficult for a relatively small independent company such as SFIC to get distributors to give

SFIC's products the appropriate attention given the huge portfolio of brands each distributor now

represents.

270. Notwithstanding these challenges, SFIC was very successful in convincing

its distributors that Michael Collins had great potential to be a highly successful Irish whiskey.

As a result, distributors invested substantial funds and sweat equity into the brand.

271. As with distributors, retail relationships and retailer confidence are critical

factors in brand development. Shelf space in retail outlets is extremely limited. Gaining shelf

space for a brand requires years of hard work. If a retailer believes that a brand has no future

potential or availability, years of hard work in securing shelf space can be for nothing.

212. At all relevant times, Beam fully understood the importance these

relationships had to the success of the Michael Collins brand. It also understood the likely

impact of its malicious interference with SFIC's relationship with its distributors and retailers.

273. In April 2072, for example, a senior executive at one of SFIC's key

distributors -- an operation that distributed more than half of the Michael Collins sold nationally

-- pressed Beam on its plans regarding the brand. A Beam executive responded that Beam had
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no such plans. In fact, the Beam executive told the distributor, Beam soon would be cutting off

the supply of Irish whiskey to SFIC and other private labels.

214. Also in early April 2012, a Beam executive told one of SFIC's wholesale

distributors, "Basically, it's over for Michael Collins." "There is," the Beam executive told

SFIC's distributor, "no doubt Michael Collins is going away."

215. Beam's campaign to destroy Michael Collins' reputation among SFIC

wholesale distributors was devastating. Large distributors distribute thousands of brands. As

Beam well knew in making these comments about Michael Collins, a wholesale distributor has

no incentive to support, market and distribute a brand it perceives to have no future.

As SFIC's Supply of Michael Collins Dwindles'
Beam Floods the Market With Kilbessan

276. As Beam geared up for the St. Patrick's Day rush in March 2012, it

became readily apparent that Beam was improperly attempting to walk away from Cooley's

supply obligations to SFIC in order to promote the Kilbeggan brand.

277. In March 2012, Beam imported into the United States by far the largest

shipment of Kilbeggan in Coole y' s 25-year history. The shipment represented an astounding

twenty-fold increase over the number of Kilbeggan cases Cooley exported to the United States

during the St. Patrick's Day push one year earlier.

278. Clearly, Cooley's excess capacity of which Beam boasted in announcing

its acquisition of the distillery had been coopted as part of Beam's plan to flood the United States

market with Kilbeggan.

2lg. In a Beam press release dated March 15,2012, Stephen Teeling, senior

global brand manager for Irish whiskey at Beam and a son of Cooley's former chairman, stated:
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'We 
expect to ship more Kilbeggan to the U.S. in March

2072 thanthe total that was shipped in all of 2011 for all

four Cooley brands.

280. On April 12,2012, Willie McArthur, a marketing executive at Beam and

former Director at Cooley, was quoted in reports in the Irish press about Beam's decision to cut

off another private label that, like SFIC, depended on Cooley for its supply of Irish whiskey.

McArthur stated:

We aim to create another Jameson -- we are thinking atthat

kind of level. We have to make sure we do not run out of
whiskey in three years' time.

28I. Also in Aprrl2012, reports in the liquor industry trade press linked

Beam's decision to terminate supply contracts with private labelers to the company's objective

of "tak[ing] on market leader Jameson in the thriving Irish whiskey market[.]"

282. In an April 18,2012 article in the Irish press about Beam's decision to cut

off private labels, a Beam spokesman was quoted

Following the sale of Cooley to Beam, a strategic review of
the company's inventory and future supply needs was

undertaken and a strategic decision was made to focus on

building Cooley's core brands: Kilbeggan, Tyrconnell,

Connemara and Greenore.

To ensure sufficient whiskey stocks are available to meet

the growing demand for Cooley whiskey, both now and in

the future, the decision was made to increasingly allocate

supplies to the Cooley brands from third-party brands,

283. On May 3,2072, Beam announced that sales of Kilbeggan in the first

quarter were up 73 percent.

284. On August 2,2012, Beam reported that sales of Kilbeggan for the first

half of the year were up 7l percent.
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285. On November 2,2072, Beam reported that sales of Kilbeggan for the first

nine months of 2012 were up 3l percent.

286. In Novemb er 2012, Bob Gorman, Beam's Director of Marketing World

'Whiskies, was quoted in a liquor industry newsletter as stating:

We're having a great year with Kilbeggan. It's had limited

distribution into the US prior to this year, but we've really

had an explosion of Kilbeggan in the US[.]

281. Gorman continued

Right now we're doing everything we can to meet up with

demand. I think one of the great things is that for the first

time we're able to claim that we're the fastest growing

brand in Irish whiskey. It's been a long time since any

brand other than iameson has been able to claim that.

288. Beam's strong entrance into the United States market, ability to jam the

distribution pipeline with Kilbeggan and its success in growing that brand all were achieved only

by directing Cooley to wrongfully abandon its supply contract with SFIC and numerous other

private labels; cutting off SFIC and other private labels from the only available source of Irish

whiskey; misappropriating whiskey supplies that rightfully should have been allocated to SFIC

and other private labels; and tainting the market by maliciously undermining the Michael Collins

brand among critically important distributors.

289. The direct threat Michael Collins poses to the Kilbeggan brand is reflected

in the fact that in March 2012, Michael Collins continued its winning streak at the highly

regarded San Francisco World Spirits Competition. The single malt won the Double Gold Medal

and the blend won the Gold Medal.
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2g0. Michael Collins repeated this success in July 2012 atthe Intemational

Spirits Challenge in London. There, the single malt was awarded the Silver Medal and the blend

won the Bronze Medal.

2gl. From the outset, Beam's plan in acquiring Cooley was first to rid the

marketplace of the various private labels competing with its Kilbeggan brand, including the fast-

ascending Michael Collins brand, and then cram the distribution pipeline with cases of

Kilbeggan filled with Irish whiskey that rightfully should have been allocated to SFIC and other

private labels.

2g2. The economic consequences of defendants' improper scheme have been

substantial. Due to defendants' wrongful conduct, the supply of Michael Collins in the sales

pipeline has been nearly depleted, leaving SFIC with virtually no product as it heads into the all-

important St. Patrick's Day sales spike in March 2013; Michael Collins sales have plummeted

because there is scarce product to sell; confidence among wholesalers in the brand has been

sabotaged; the absence of Michael Collins from retail stores and bars has stymied efforts to

maintain SFIC's momentum in building the brand; and the price at which SFIC might eventually

sell the Michael Collins brand SFIC created and developed precisely for that purpose has been

severely diminished.

COUNT I
(Breach of Contract)

2g3. SFIC repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in

paragraphs I to 292 above as if fully set forth herein.

294. The Agreement constitutes a valid and enforceable contract memorializing

Cooley and SFIC's respective rights and obligations.

295. SFIC has performed all of its obligations under the Agreement.
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296. In connection with and subsequent to its acquisition by Beam, Cooley has

failed and refused to perform its obligations under the Agreement and therefore is in material

breach thereof.

297. As a result of Cooley's breaching conduct, SFIC has sustained and will

continue to sustain substantial economic damages.

CO il
(Unfair ComPetition)

298. SFIC repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in

paragraphs I to 297 above as if fully set forth herein.

299. By intentionally and maliciously disrupting SFIC's contractual

relationship with Cooley in order to misappropriate for its own brands, including Kilbeggan,

Irish whiskey supplies that rightfully should have been allocated to SFIC, Beam has engaged in

grossly unfair competition.

300. By usurping SFIC's access to a reliable and long-term supply of Irish

whiskey, Beam, by improper means, has substantially undermined the Michael Collins brand

solely to advance its Kilbeggan brand.

301. In doing so, Beam has sought in bad faith to gain an unfair economic

advantage over SFIC to SFIC's detriment. It has advanced this scheme by disrupting and

attempting to destroy SFIC's critically important relationships with wholesale distributors whose

support is vital to the success of the Michael Collins brand.

302. Beam's conduct in this regard violates all notions of fair play in

commercial relations and thus violates New York law's prohibition on unfair competition.
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COUNT III
(Tortious Interference)

303. SFIC repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in

paragraphs I to 302 above as if fully set forth herein.

304. At all relevant times, SFIC maintained business relationships with

wholesale distributors through which it distributed Michael Collins across the United States.

305. SFIC developed and maintained these critical business relationships over

time and at considerable expense. Likewise, over time and at considerable expense SFIC

developed and maintained goodwill among these distributors regarding the Michael Collins

brand.

306. At all relevant times Beam knew of SFIC's relationship with these

wholesale distributors and understood their importance in promoting and distributing the

Michael Collins brand.

307. Through its wrongful conduct, Beam has for improper purposes sought to

interfere with these relationships and has, in fact, interfered with these relationships.

308. As a direct and proximate result of Beam's wrongful conduct in disrupting

and interfering with these relationships, SFIC has sustained and will continue to sustain

substantial economic harm.
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WHEREFORE, plaintiff Sidney Frank Importing Co., Inc. hereby demands

judgment against defendants Beam Inc. and Cooley Distillery plc as follows:

a. awarding it compensatory damages in an amount to be

determined at trial but believed to exceed $100 million;

b. awarding it punitive damages; and

c. granting it such other and further relief as the Court deems

just and proper under the circumstances.

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b), SFIC hereby demands a trial

by jury on all issues triable by a jury.

Dated: New York, New York
March I,2013

EPSTEIN, BECKER & GREEN P.C.

Attorneys for Plaintiff
Sidney Frank Importing Co., Inc.

By:
S

MICHAEL T. KEILTY

250 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10177
(212) 3s1-4soo
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SERVICES AGREEMENT

THIS A6REEMENT is made ontJfru. t/looe(the "Eftective Date")

BETwEpN

(|)SIDNEYFRANKtMPoRTINgqo.,INC.acompânyorgarrisedurdsrthelawsof
the state of New york, whose pnn",fuiplace of business is at 20 ceda¡ street, suite

203, New Rochelle, ¡fV f OgOf , USA ("Sidney Frank"); and

(2' cooLEY DISTILLERY PLC a cómpany incorporated., in Ireland and having its

registereda¿¿ressatRiverstown,Dundalk,CountyLouth(..Cooley').

RECITALS:-

A

t.1

agreement dated 9 MaY 2005 between

ñevelopment Agreernent'), SidneY

certain work in connection with the

ther alcohol Products'

"Agreemeut").

INTERPRETATION

Definitions

In this Agreemenl and its schedules (which are part of this Agreement) unless the

çontext requires otherwise:

"Annual Forecast" shall have the meaning set out in Clause 5

"Bottling Fee" means the bottling fee set out in Schedule l '

"Case" fneans a case containing:

(") 6 x 1 litre or 750m1 bottles;

(b) 12 x 375m1bottles; or

(c) 5x (12x 5Oml)bottles

oftheFinishedProductorsuchotherquantityasSidneyFrankmaydeterminefronr
time to time,

..confidential Information" shall have the meaning set out in clause l2'

2
Axo\l0l4llt,l1
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..Contract year,, means in respect of the first contract year, the period from the

Effective Date until 3l Decemúer 2006 and in respect of each subsequent contract

year, each period oi iZrno¡ttts, begirming on I Janúary 2007' during ùe term of this

Agreement.

,.Dry Goods,, means bottles, labels, corks, capsules and packaging (other than

shipping cartons) and sucb other dry goods as sidney Frank may require cooley to

usá in producing the Finìshed Product(s)'

"Fees" means the Liquid Fee and the Bottling Fee'

..Finished Product(s)" meâns the Product after it has been distilled, manufactured'

bonled, l.U"fr"¿, pìik";;d ;J palletised in accorda¡rce with the terms of this

Agreement-

"Initial Forecasf'shall have the meaning set out in Clause 5'

..Initial period" shall have the meaning set out in Clause 16 of this Agreement'

"fntellectual Property" means all Inte

existence as a result of Cooley providing

-..,....., include- the,,.Producl..'lntellechral,,Pr-o.p-of

Agreement-

"Intellectual P roperty Bj ghts" means :

(a) All
righ
fore
bott
comDul
and þat and trade tT:i
uruegis for same rights'

databas and rights on;

(b)rightsofthesa¡neorsimilareffectornatureasthosespecifiedilrparagraph(a);

(c)therighttosueforinfringementþast,existingorfuture)ofanyoftherights
referred to in ParagraPh (a) or (b);

in each case in anYjurisdiction'

"Liquid Fee" means the Iiquid fee specified in Schedule 1'

..Liquid whiskey" means bulk liquid whiskey before it has matuled or undergone

such S"rvices âs are necessary to convert it into the Product'

.,Litres of Pure Alcohol (LPA)" shall be defined by reference 1o Practical'Alcohol

Tables of the European Commission ISBN 920825'0146-9'

J
.4XOtl0l4lt5 tt
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1.2

1.3

.,Medium Term Forecast" shall have the meaniug set out in clause 5,

.,product(s)" m€ans each of the Michael collins Blended Irish whiskey and the

Michael Collins $ingle Malt lrish Whiskey'

..Quality control Procedures Manual" means the cooley Quality control
pràc"dures manual (a copy of which has been supplied to Sidney Frank prior to

execution of this Agreemánt) as amended from time to time provided that such

amendments are notified to Sidney Frank.

.'Renewal Period" shall have the meaning set out in Clause l6 of this Agreement'

'.Services" means the distillation, manufacturing, blending, 'bottling, labelling,

packaging and palletising services to be provided under this Agreement as mole

particularly described in Schedule l-

"SerVice Records" means all records, documents, formulae, information, statetnents'

memoranda whether in paper or electronic form or othenvise in the possession or

under the control of Coätåy (including any such records held by a party to whom

cooley has sub-contrac.ted its rights ;r o-bligations) which relate to the services

*ttl"á o"t Uy Cooley.under this Agreement'

..specificatiotr" means the specification set out in schedule I relating 10 the

riåouctls¡ and the Finished Product(s) as amended from time to time by agreement

between the parties.

"supply Order" shall have the meaning set out in Clause 5'4'

Further delinitions

(a) The masculine gender shall include the feminine and neuter and the singular

number shall inãlude the plural and vice versa and words importíng persons

shall include firms or comPanies-

(b) Unìess otherwise provided in this Agreement any reference to a section,

clause, paragraph år sub_paragraph shall be a reference to a section, clause,

p*ugruih oi tuU-p.ugrapf, lut the case may be) of this Agreement and any

ieferenóe in a clause oi p-ugt.ph shall be a reference to the clause or

paragraph in which the råference is contained unless it appears from the

context that a reference to some other provision is intended'

Headings and caPtions

The section headings and captions to the clauses in this Agreement are inserted for

convenience of refãrence onìy and shall not be considered a part of or affêct the

construction or interpretation of this Agreement'

4AXOll0l4l 15.t4
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1,

Z. SUPPLY OFSERVICES

2.1 Cooley agrees to provide'the Services in accordance with the Specification,-any

samptés provided ó an¿ approved by Sidney Frank, the Quality Control Procedures

Manual and such bther instructions as may be agreed between the parties from time to

tipe during the term of this Agreement'

2,2 Cooley shall throughout the term of this Agreement manufacture and maintain

sufficient quantities-of Liquid Whiskey in order to produce the Product and the

Finished Prodilct and fulfil its obligations under Clause 5 of this Agreement.

2,3 Cooley shall provide the Services using fine quality raw materials and in strict

compliance *ith utt minimum standards as to quality and production.including,

without limitatjon, health and safety standards, all applicable legislation and./or

industrY codes of Practice'

2.4 During the term of this Agreement, Cooley agrees not to carry out without theprior
, written consent of Sidney Frank (such consent not to be urueasonably withtreld) any

evaluation, development, production or ma¡keting of any product wljch has an

identical composiiion to the Products or the Finished Products. Subject to any

confidentiality obligations which it m
Agreement, Cooley shall notify Sidn

" "''-"-'¿gÍeed tu'supply'whiskey to a'thirúp
which could potentially becomê a co

Sidney Frank. Cooley shall noti$ an

whiskey following the date of this A
Frank under this clause.

F'EES

3.3

J.

3.1

3.2

3.4

The Fees payable by Sidney Frank hereunder shall be paid by Sidney Frank within

thirty (30j ãays ofl.e"eipf of each properly submitted and-properly due invoice

following collection of a Supply Order. All Fees shall be payable in US Dollars'

Sidney Frank reserves the right to withhold pa)rylent again¡t anyinvoice which is not

súbmítted in accordance wiih this Agre ment and shall forthwith notify Cooley in

writing of the reasons for withholding payment.

The Fees a¡e exclusive of Value Added Tax or any other applicable sales taxes'

Sidney Frank will pay all Value Added Tax I other appticable sales taxes impon and

cusloÃs duties, and like imposts and surcharges for which appropriate supporting

documentation is provided by Cooley.

The Fees may not be varied during the Lnitial Period and, where the Agreement is

renewed in accordance with clause 16.1(b), for a further period of one (l) year

following expiry of the Initia[ Period. Thereafter:

(a) cooley may increase the Fees upon not less than one hundred and twenty

(120) days'prior written noLice io Sidney Frank so long as any increase is

reasonable and directly related to Cooley's ìncreased costs. Any increased

cosrs shall be promptly documented if requested by Sidney Frank; and

,txotl0l4l I5 l4
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4.

4.1

4.2

4.3

(b) on reasonable request by sidney Frank, cooley shall decrease the Fees within

not less than one hundred and twenty (120) days' where such decrease is

reasonable and dirèctly related to cooley's decreased costs. Any decreased

costs shall be promptlydocumented if requested by SidneyFrank'

Any variation in Fees shall remain in effect for a period of not le-ss than twenty-four

iZ+i monttrs follo'rving the date on which the variation becomes effective.

CO-ORDINATION, PROGRESS MEETINGS AND REPORTS

cooley and sidley Frank shall each appoint rePresentative(s) for the purpose of

liaison between the Parties.

Cooley shall repof in writing at least oq a monthly basis, or at therequest of Sidney

fr"ot, as to prågress in provlding the Services under this Ag¡eement and shall meet

witn Éidney Èr**, at Siáney Frank's fequest, to repo¡1 on and evaluale the same with

Sidney Frank,

cooley shall maintain at all times during the term of this Agreement full service

Recorãs and shall forthwith provide sidney Frank with all such service Records as

may be requested bY SidneY Frank.

SUPPI]Y ì

The sales and production forecast in respect of the Product and the Finished Product

for the Initial Period are set out in Schêdule 1 (tbe "Initial Forecast")' The lrritial

iore"a"t sball be subject to a-djustment in acco¡dance with lhe terms of Clause 5'3'

For the avoida¡ce of doubt, Sidney Frank shall not be under any binding obligation to

meet the Initial Forecast (including as adjusted) and no negative consequences shall

apply in respect ofany failure to do so-

on the date of signature of this Agreement, sidney Frank shallprovide cooley with

,ut"r *¿ produclion forecasts iniespect of the Product and the Finished Product

loing for*ord beyond the Initial Period. The forecast in.respect of the Michael

öollií. Blended Irish 'Whiskey shall be for a period of six (6) years and the forecast in

respect of Malt Irish whiskey shall be.for a period of ten

(10) years Tern Forecast"). No deposits shall be payable

in respect ast dr ring the Initial Perigdt.sidney Frank shall

h"ve no liability in respect of stock forecasted o"o""1i,!t;i:irJ;fr[iff1i
Period. The Mediunr Term
the terms of Clause 5.3'

wíthout prejudice ro the terms of clauses 5.1 or 5.2, cooley and sidney Frank shall

respectiv;liprocure, not less than 3 months before the end of each Contract Year, that

thelr authorised representatives meet for the following purposes:

(") to consider and agree sales and production forecasts in respect of the Product

and the Finished Product for tbe forthcoming Contract Year (tbe "Annual

Forecast");

5.

5.1

5.2

5.3

6,4xovot4ll5.l4
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t:

(b)

(c)

5.4

5.6

s.7

6,

6.1

to make such a-djustments as may be required to the Initial Forecast or the

Mediurn Term Forecast; and

to add a further year's forecast to each of the six (6) year and ten (10) year

forecasts df wnicÊ the Medium Term Forecast is comprised'

5.5

Fðr the purposes of this Clause 5.3, Sidney Frank shall be entitled to revise any part of

the lnitial Forecast or Medium Term Forecast downwards to such extent as Sidney

Frank in its absolute discretion'thinks fit and to the extenl that any forecast is revised

downrvards any deposits paid in respect of the Liquid whiskey the subject of such

downwa¡d revision will be forfeited to Cooley'

cooley undertakes to reserve such quantities of Liquid lvhiskey .as may be necessary

to *"ãt 12}o/o of úe Initial Forecåt and lhe Medium Term Forecast, in each case

taking into account such adjuslments as may be made for the purposes of the Annual

nãt"árt. Cooley furrher und".tuk"t to produce such quantilies 
-of 

the Product and/or

the Finished Próduct as Sidney Frank mãy from time to time ordsr in accordance with

the Initial Forecast and each Arurual Forecast on the date and places specilied in the

relevant order (a duce the Product

and/or the Finish maY be Placed i1

the same way as be acknowledged

and confirrned þy Çqotey þy fÐc Sent wilbin 48 hgur.s of receipt of the relevant Su.ppfy

Order.

In circumstances where Cooley fails to:

(a) produce such quantilies of the Product and/or

agreed for tbe purposes of the lnitial Forecast
. (including, without limitation, in the event of Fo

the Affected PartY); or

(b) where the Product and/or Finished Product faits to comply with the

Specification, sarnples provided to and approved by.Sidney.Frank' the Quality

Control Procedurås \,ianual or slch óther criteria which may be agreed

between the Parties,

without prejudice to any olher rights or rcmedies which may be available to it at law

or undei túis Agreemónt, Sidney Frank sball be entitled to source an altemative

,upptier to make-up the shortfall in the Products and/or Finished Products'

All forecasts shall be calculated by reference to Litres of Pure Alcohol unless agreed

otherwise between the Parties.

Subject to the provisions of clause 5.5. Cooley shall be the exclusive supplier of lrish

whist<ey to Sidney Frank and Sidney Franl undertakes and agrees with cooley not to

pur"trur" I¡ish whiskey during the currency of this Agreement from any other party'

DEPOSIT/SECURITY

Wirhin thirty (30) days of the commencement of tbe relevant Contract Year, Sidney

Frank shall pay Cooley the deposits shown in Schedule 2'

.tÀ'oll0l4l 15.14
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6.2 Any deposits paid by Sidney Frank in accordance with clause 6'l shall be creditcd to

sidney Fr."k ;;;;.t the.iurchase of the actual Product in respect of which the

deposit was Paid.

6.3 Si nths following expiry of any Contract Year to

r4thatContract-Yeár'whereSidneyFrankfails
to rining in rgspeg of that Contract Yea¡ as relate

to ianeinrant' The time limit refened to in this

clause shall be extended to take u""ount át uny period during which either party is

affectedbyaForceMajeureEvent(asdefinedinthisAgreement),

6.4 As soon as reasonably possible followi
accordance with Clause 5'2, CooleY s

charge in
consents)
at the beg
Cooleyshchargeoverallforecastedstock.

f

7. COLLECTION

7.r

't7

8

8.t

8.2

8.3

CooleyshallnolifySidneyFrank.and/oritsdesignated'shippingagentforthwithon
. - .io-pl"ti-o--4-,o-[e.$up'plv oßçr.$rl iljq 'çe{f f-'t g-oll:gltgl:

As soon as reasonably practicable following receipt 
-of 

notice under Clause 7'l'

Sidney Frank shalt "rñ;-i;the 
collectioi of the Supply order ftom Coolev's

premises at its own cost.

QUALITY CONTROL

cooley shall on not less lhan 24 hours notice allow Sidney Frank through its

emploYees, servants or agents:-

(Ð to inspect all matters relating to the supply of the Services at Cooley's

premiées at any time during normal business hours;'

(b) to take samples of the Product, the Finishsd Product or the ingredients of

either and to analyse them or have tl em analysed; and

(c) to inspect all records and invoices referred to in Clause 9'3

and cooley shall make available appropriate personnel to enable sidney Frank

to exercise its rights under this Clause'

UponrequesteesatitscosttosendtoSidneyFrank
samples of th Product manufactured pursuarrt lo this

Agråement in t(s)'

imPlement
es in resPec

ut limitatio
additional

6
,4xotl0lll15.11
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f;

apportionment of such expenditure between themselves (which the partics

réipectively undertake to do in good faith and without delay)'

9. MATERIALS 
-.

9.I Sidney Frank shall supply such Dry Goods as Sidney Frank may consider reasonably

nè""rr"ry for Cooleylo complywith its obligations underthis Agreement including,

in particular, Clause 5 (Supply) hereof-

g.2 Save as provided in Clause 9.1, Cooley undertakes to be responsible for the purchase

of all shipping cartons, caps for 50ml bottles and such otheritems as maybe agreed

between the parties for the purposes of providing the Services under this Agreement

provided howeu"r that Cooiey shall liaise with Sidney Frank in conneçtion with the

purchase of such shipping ca s and other agfeed items to

Lnr,rr", in particular, iirat i¡e the quality of such shipping

cartons, caps for 50ml bottles acceptable to Sidney Frank

and are purchased at the most advar¡tageous price avaìlable. In purchasing the

shipping äaúons, caps for 50ml bottles and other agreed items under this Clause 9-2'

Coôieyìtr"¡ acr as agent for Sidney Frank. Cooley shall frrther keep Sidney Frank

informed of any change in supplier of malt, grain or other essential distilling

materials.

'''9.t' "öoolèy'irial àrrarige for ari invõði;i iti'r"ipéa äf iri"'iiüióñüä öf shippin-q ã'uitoär,

".p" 
ó, 50ml bottlãs and other items agreed under Clauseg.2to be issued directly by

the relevant supplier to Sidney Frank.

g.4 Wjthout prejudice to the generality of Clause 4.3, Cooley shall retain for at least three

y""r, -å keep safe all records relating to the purchase of the shipping cartons, caps

iór SOml bottles and other iterns agreed under Clause 9.2.

9.5 Cooley shall provide Sidney Frank with a monthly inventory showing: (i) the quantity

of Finished Pioduct currently being stored by Cooley in accordance with Clause 9'6;

and (ii) shipping cartons, caps for 50ml bottles and other

items a in the preceding month and the quantity of Dry

Goods, ml bottìes and othçr agreed items remaining'

9.6 Cooley agrees to store, on request by Sidney Frank, up to 5% ofthe Finished Products

forecasted as part of the A¡urual Forecast which applies at tbe time the request is

made. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Cooley shall maintain at no

extra cost to Sidney Frank sufficient stores of the Dry Goods, shipping cartons, çaps

for 50ml bottles and other items agreed under Clause 9.2 lo meet Sidney Frank's

supply requirements in the next 4 months. Sidney Frank may fufher request Cooley

to'arrange for storage of such Dry Goods, shipping caltons, caps for 50ml bottles and

otber items agreed under Clause 9.2 as may be required to meet Sidney Frank's

supply requirements beyond the next 4 months ín which case the costs of such storage

shall be borne by Sidney Frank and shall be subject to prior approval by Sidney

Frank.

g.7 Without prejudice to Sidney Frank's rights generally and under this Agreement

(inclu¿ing, wjthout limitation, any right of termination for breach of this Agteement

ùy Cooley) if Sidney Frank, acting reasonably, deems that any aspect of the Products

9/t.{o\l0l4l li-14
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F

9.8

10

l0.l

to.2

10.3

10.4

l1

I 1.1

1t.2

or the Finished Products is: (i) defective; (ii) fails to meet the specification or the

criteria set out in the Quality Control Procedures Manual for the Product or the

Finished Prorluct; (iii) isf damaged in any v/ay; or (iv) fails to_comply with the

samples provided to anã 
"pprourã 

by sidney Frank (a..Defective Product') sidney

ilrril #ia;ffi Cootry ro that effect and ufø.¿ Cooley a reasonable opportunity to

in*."i ,hr Oel"átiv" product. In such circumstances, and nolwithstanding the terms

oibl"or" 9.8, Cooley shall be bound to replace the Defective Product at its sole cost'

*it¡orrt delay and io 
"nV 

evenl not latei than three weeks from the date of such

notification,

Wlere Cooley disagrees with Sidney F¡ank's determination that any aspect of the

products or the Finished Products cänstitutes a Defective Product, it shall provide

Sidney Frank with written notice setting out reasons for its view, Each party shall

refer the matter to a member of its senior managem€nt who shall respectively

negotiate rle endeavours to resolve the matter' w'here

the partie åÏiå:Hill;:i
Frank rec
to an independent expert to be appoínte the parties or' in

default of agre"ment, by the Presidänt for Society'

RISK AND TITLE

Cooley shall sell the Finishcd Product to Sidney Frank with full title guaranteé and

free from all encumbrances-

wirh the exception of the Dry Goods and the shipping cartgn¡ (t9 whicb title shall

,"m"in wirlr Sìdney Frank at all times) title to the Finished Products shall pass to
-Siã""y 

Frank on coilection as provided for in Clause 7 of this Agreement,

Risk in the Finished Products shall pass to sidney Frank on collection as provided for

in Clause 7 of this Agreement.

For the purposes of this Clause 10, "collection" shall mean the moment at whicb

sidney Frank (or its autt orised representative) drives away from cooley's premises

with the Finished Products.

INSURANCE

Cooley shall insure and keep insured to their fuìl re-instatement value such quantities

of the product, tle Finished product, the Dry Goods and other goods or mate¡ials

iin.ioaing ttre st ipp;nf cartons, caps for 
_50m1 

bottles and other items agreed under

Clause 9.2) asmay be iequired io. itt" performance by Cooley of its obligations under

this Agreement. Cootey shall ensure that Sidney Frank's interest is noted on Cooley's

insurance policY.

cooley shall rnaintain at all times during the term of this Agreement adequate

insurance for the purpor". of any recove I by Sidney Frank under the indemnities set

out in Clause 18.

,txo\1014 t li.l4 JO
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12.

t2.l

CONFIDENTIALITY

ln this Clause 12, "Confldential Information" mea¡Ìs all information disclosed

ans and wbether directly or indirectly and

dential' or which ought reasonably be

tion with this Agreement by Sidney Frank

Agreement including, without
products, services, oPerations,

i formulae, know-how, desigl

d business affairs

sidney Frank has disclosed, and may throughout the duration of this Agreement

conrinue to disclose, to-ðãoìLy i"ror.ation tJenable cooley to provide the services

under rhis Agreemont. C;"i acknowledges that all of the infomiation is proprietary

Confidential nformation oí Siao"y rrant an¿ agrees that it shall keep suoh

information in the strictest confidente ar¡d shall noidísclose it to any third parties

*ir¡ou, the pior written consent of Sidney Frank'

cooley shall maintain in the strictest confidence all confìdential Information coming

into existence as a result of providing the se¡vices under this Agreement'

12.2

12.3

12.4 cooley shall not use any Intelleclual Property o1 *Y Intellectual Property Rights

'.'- ' ilisölösèil"'by S*t piant'to'Cooley åxcãpt-in 'the'rperformance of Cooley's

obligations under this Agreement'

12.5 Tbe obligations set out in clauses'12.1, 12.2,12.3 an!12'4 shall continue to apply

notwithsrandi"á ãy termination or expiralion gj this. Agreement for an¡ reÍrson

(except in so i* * cl"or" 12.4 appli€s to Intellectual Propefy Rights other than

Con fidential Information)'

12.6 The provisions of this Clause l2 shall not apply to:

(a)anyinformationinthepublicdomainotherwisethanbybreachofthis
Agreement; or

(b)informationinthepossessionoftbereceivingpartybeforedisc]osureas
aforesaid; or

(")informationobtainedfromathirdpartywhoisfreetodivulgethesame.

12.7 The d pursuant to a statutory obligation' the order of a court

of co that of a comPeteni regulatory authority shall not

consti se 12'

l2.g For the avoìdance of doubt, information shall not be deemed to be in the public

domain merelY because it is known

experience in the relevant field' I
iniormation shall not be deemed to be

elements of the information a¡e in the

the Public domain.

.4,YO\t0l4ll5.lr
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r3.

13.1

t3.2

13.3

13.4

13.5

COOLEY WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATTONS

the Seryices to be supplied under this Agreemen! will b:

"jî t.p"¡"*ea, quatidåd and trained personnel and with all

ence.

cobley .wanants that the supply of the services under this Agreement and the

Produtts and the Finished Products pro'

(inoluding any Intellectual Property 
.

ìntette"tuãl Pioperty Rights of any thi

warranty does not extend to any Dry Go

ofthe Services.

Cooleyv/afÏantslmaintainthroughoutthedurationofthis
Agreement,allprovals'authorisations'licencesand
permissions whi io 

"ompty 
with its obligations under this

Agreement.

of the Services-

CooleY wa¡rants that ifflff,"t""';
and anY other goods 

e or such orher
safe and secure locat
instructions as may 6 arties from time to time'

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

andexecuteanyfurtherdocuments,assignmentsorotheragreementsasmaybe
r"q"it"¿ by Sidney Frank to give effect to Clause 14'1'

SIDNEY FRANK OBLI GATIONS

Sidney Frank shal] provide Cooley with all necessary inlonnation,. support 
Tr1 t:

operation that may'r"ur*"ulv úe required to enable cooley to carry out lts

otligation. to Sidney Frank under this Agreemenl'

14.2

t4.

l4.r

15.

t 5.l

,lNOtl0l4ll5 l4
l2
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16. COMMENCEMBNT AND TERMINATION

16.1 This Agreement shall comtnence on the Effective Date and shall continue for an

initial period of the first lwo contract Years (the "Initial Period")' Not less than 3

months p¡o, t" 
";piry "r 

the Initial Period, Siàney Frank may give notice in writing

to,CooleY either:

(a)thatthisAgreementwillterminateonexpiryofthelnitiâlPeriod;or

(b) that this Agreement will-continue for further successive periods'of 6 years

(each a "Renewal Period')'

16.2 This Agreement may be terminated on expiry of the first or each subsequent Renewal

Period in accordance with the following procedure:

(ÐbySidneyFrankongivingwrittennoticetocooleynotlessthan2yearsprior
to expiry-of t¡e then current Re ewal Period; or

(b)byCooleyongivingwrittennoticetoSidneyFranknotlessthan3yearsprior
to expiry of thè then current Rel ewal Period

16.3 SidneY at anY time fo

" -"Period ing to'CooleY

that as ease to be inv

whiskeY for a Period of four Years'

16.4 This Agleement
, other PartY is in

breach caPable o
receiPt ofnotice ach'

16.5 Either party may terminate this Agreement forthwith on written notice if a receiver'

examiner ", 
ã¿ríi"lrùator is appointed r e or any Part o{ the other Party's

assetsorttt"otf,"rpartyissofCompaniesinthejurisdiction
where it was incorpàrut"d o, resolution passed for winding up

untarY scheme for the

ation and the resulting
by this Agreement) or
eve¡t of bankruPtcY,

16.6 In circumstances where Sidney Frank sells or otherwise disposes of all or¿ substantial

part of it" ;;;; (includin! the Michael Collins brand) to a third paly (the

:'Assignee"¡ the following options shall apply:

(a) Sidney Frank will procule thâÎ the Assignee enters into a novation agreement

underwlrichitassumestherightsandobtigationsofSidneyFrankunderthis
Agreement; or

(b) Sidney Frank or the Assignee may terminate this Agreement on giving 2

years' written notice to CooleY'

Axoll0lll t5.14
tl
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16.7

16.8

The right of termination referred to in clause 16.6(b) above shall also apply to sidney

Frank in circumstances *h.r. a third party obtains 'tonlrol" of Sidney Frank as

defined by reference to sectìon 432 of thê Taxes consolidation Act, 1997.

In circumstances'where a third party obtains "control" of Cooley as defrned. by

reference to section 432 ofthe Tìxei Consolidation Act, 1997, Sidney Frank shall

have the option to either:

(a) terminate this Agreement on giving 2 years'wrinen notice to cooley; or

(b)requireCooleytocontinuetgP"fg.*'itsobligationsunderthisAgreementfor
a further *iniioo* p"¡o¿ of six (6) years or until the end of the next Renewal

Period (whichever is later)^

Termination of this Agreement shall not prejudice any rights of either party which

may have arisen on or before the date oftermination'

EFFECTS OFTERMINATION

17, on termination or expiration of this

unáer this Agreement shall cease and

ank all Service Records (whether disclosed
Cqqley
bject to

Sidney Frank first paytng to Cooley any

vy'here sidney Frank terminatcs this Agreement at the end of the lnitial Period (clause

l6.l(a)) or where ,iil;;;;1"*inuiur this Agreement at the end of anv Renewal

Period (Clause 16.2):

(a)SidneyFra¡kshallpurchaseallremairringFinishedProductsattheratesthen
appliiable under this Agreement; and

(b) sidney Frank shatl have the option to purchase all or part of any remaining

forecasted stock at a discount ol 5o/o for each contract Year (or part thereoÐ in

respect of which the whiskey stilt has to mature; and

(c) On Purchase of all or Part of the r
Renewaì Period, anY remaining d

Price but where the Agreemenl
Frank does not exercise its oPti

17.2þ), CooleY shall return 100

sidney Frank índer this Agreement once any outstanding fees have been

discharged.

whe¡e sidney Frank terminates this Agreement after the Initial Period on 3 n:onths'

notice and agrees nor to ;; involved in the supply of lrish whiskey for a period of 4

years (Clause 16.3);

(u)SidneyFranksballpurchaseallremainingFinishedProductsattherateslhen
applicable under this Agreement; a d

17.

17.1

17.2

17.3

Å.\'o\l0l4lls.t4 J4
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17.4

17.5

17.6

(b) cooley shall return 50% of what remains of all deposits paid by sidney Frank

underihis Agreement once any outstanding fees have been discharged.

without prejudice to any otherrighrs or.remedies which maybe available to sidney

F;;I; i* ãi uri¿o ttril eer.";"nt, where Sidney Frank terminates this Agteenrent

aftgr the Initial period due tã material breach by iooley (Clause 16.4) or continuing

foice majeure which affects Cooley (Clause 20'2):

(a) sidney Frank shall purchase all remaining Finisbed Products at the rates then

applicáble under this Agreement; and

(b) Sidney Frank shall have the following options:

(ÐTorequireCooleytoretumwhatremainsofalldepositspaidunder
this Agreement once any outstanding fçes have been discharged; or

(ii)Topurchaseallorpartoftheforecastedstocksatadiscountof5/ofor

"u"h 
coiiru"t year (or part thereof) in respect of which the whiskey

still has to mature; or

(iii) To require CooleY to r
such time as the mat

Finished Product in whi
Product or Finished Produ
Agreement.

'where the arnount of any remaining deposits exceeds-the purchase price in
. either (ii) or (iif abor", tli" balance shall be rerumed to Sìdney Frank.

Without prejudice to any other right Cooley at

law or under this Agreement, where the Initial

Period due to material breacú Uy Sian"y ft ):

(a) sidney Frank will purchase alt Finished Products at the lates then applicable

under this Agreement; and

(b)CooleyshallrerainalldepositspaidbySidneyFrankunderthisAgreement.

V/here Sidney Frank terminates this Agreement after the Initial Period on 2 years'

notice following the asslgnment of all or a substantial part of its assets, following a

change in control "f 
Slã;;tF ank (Clause 16.6) or in thã event of a change of control

in CooteY (Clause 16.7):

(a)SidneyFrankwillpurchaseallremainingFinishedProductsattheratesthen
applicable under this Agreemenl; and

(b)SidneyFranksha]lhavetheoptiontopurchaseallo-r-partoftheremaining
forecasted stock at a discount o1 5o/o for each contract Year (or part thereof) in

respect of which the whiskey still has to mature'

Axov0llll5.ll l5
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17.7

on purchase by Sidney Frank of all or part of the remaining forecasted stock any

,"-äining deposits snaíi Ue offset against the purchase price but where Sidney Frank

does not exercise the optiori referre|to in Clause 17.6(b) any remaining deposits shall

be forfeited bY SidneY Frank.

If,Sidney Frank wishes to exe¡cise an opti ause l7'4(bXii)

ãi Cluu., 17.6(b), it shall notify Cooläy of such option

*¡ttr¡n 30 days oijgiving notice of ter-in ll purchase and

puy iot rhe fórecasÉd stãck the subject of such option on the date that this Agreement

will terminafé as relerred to in Clause 17.2, Clause 17'4 ot Clause l7'6 (as the case

may uel, The options granted to Sidney Fra¡k under Clauses |7 '2.(b),17.a.@)(ii) md

li.e.<Ví shall tapse if not exercised in accordance wifh this Clause l7-7.

INDEMNITIES

Cooley shall indemnify Sidney Frank fro
and expenses arising from or

Products or any lntellectual Pro

third party or (ii) any infringement of
(save to the axtent that such infringement i

conseguence of the provision of the Services by Cooley under this Agfeement, gubject

to.thefollou/ing:- ; ..ì ; .

(a)SidneyFrankshallpromptlynotifyCooleyinwritingofanyalleged
inftingement of which it has notice;

(b)SidneyFrankmustmakenoadmissionswithoutCooley'spriorwritten
consent;

(c) sidney Frank, at cooley's requesl and expense, shall allow cooley to conduct\-/ 
any nágofi^tions or litilation utt¿lo. settle any claim subject to the approval of

"rry 
su"tr settlement by Sidnev Frank, which approval shall not be

unreasonably withheld ór delayed. sidney Frank shall give cooley, at

Cooley's expense' all reasonable assistance; md

(d) sidney Frank must use all reasonable endeavours to mitigate any losses arising\-/ f.o any such infringement ofthird party Intellectual Property Rights'

against all damages, costs, charges

f any allegations, claims or demands

aDY other Person maY make against

consumption) of the Products and/or the

with other drinks) or fiom any latent or

hidden defect in the quälity of the Products and/or the Finished Products or from the

dangerous condition thereof, subject to the following:-

(a)SidneyFrankshallpromptlyngtifyCooleyinwritingofanysuchallegation,
clainr or demand arising under Claus e 18'2;

(b) sidney Frank must make no admissions without cooley's prior wítten

consent;

lB.

18.1

I

i
t

18.2

Åxov0t4tl5,l4 l6
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(c) Sidney Frank, at cooley's request and expense, shall allow cooley to conduct

any négotiatìons or litigtion and/or settlaany claim, subject to the approval of

any sich settlemênt by Sidney Frank, which approval shall not be

urueasonably withheld or delayed. sidney Frank shall give cooley, at

Cooley's éxpense, all reasonable assistance; ar:d

i.il Sidney Frank must use all reasonable endeavours to mitigate any losses arising

from ány such allegation, claim or demand arising under Clause I8.2-

19. GENERAL

19.1 Nothing in this Agreement shall be constmed as implying any right or-licence to

Cooley to exploit ãny Intellectual Property and Cooley expressly acknowledges that

Sidney Frank is the owner of the Michael Collins brand'

lg.2 No delay, neglect, or forbearance on the part of either party in enforcing against the

other party *J,"t- or condition of this Agreement shall either be or be deemed to be

a.\¡vâiver or in any way prejudice any rigþt of that party under this Agreement'

lg.3 Any notice served under this Agreement shall be sufEciently served if sent by post or

fax to the usual or last known place ofbusiness ofthe addressee and proofofdespatch

in the case of a letter, and rec'eipt of a successful transmission re,port in the case of a
. " . .'.. .:-.'.îåcsirflile-transmjssion;'shall be conclusive'evidence'of receipt by the"addressee'iii due

course of transmission.

1g.4 Save where expressly provided otherwise, nothing in this Agreement shall create' or

be deemed to 
"r"u,.ju'partnership 

or the reletionship of principal'and agent between

the parties. cooley shalì not ât any time hold itself out as having any authority to bind

Sidney Frank aná undertakes not at any time to enter or purport to. enter into any

commitment (nor shall it incur any lia ilities) on behalf of Sidney Erank.

19.5 In the event Y

void/voidabl Y

vìrtue of an n

whatsoever, o

further and the validity and enforceability of any of the other provisions ol this

Agreement shall not be affecled'

19.6

the duly authorised representatives of the parlies'

19.7 Cooley shall not be entitled to assign and./or sub-contract any of its rights anÜor

obligaiions under this Agreement without lhe prior rvritten consent of Sidney Frank'

Sidney Frank sball be éntitled to assign or sub-contract any of its rights and/or

obligátions under this Agreement arrd Cooley undertakes to execute any documents,

novation or other agreerients which âre necessary to give effect to Sìdney Frank's

rigJrts under this Clause 19.7. The assignment of either party's obligations under this

Axov0t4t 15 l4 l7
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19.8

20,

20.1

Clause sbalì be conditional on the assignee entering into a novatìon agreement under

*r,;"¡ it assumes the righls.and obligatilons of the assigrror under this Agreernent'

cooley shall not at any time during the term of this Agreement divest itself of any of

its assets which ivould have the eifect of preventing or materially hindering it from

ñilfiiU"g irs obligations under this Agteement unless the person to whom t¡e assets

a¡e divested agrees to 
"r,ter 

into a nóvation agreement under.which ít assumes the

rights and obligations oi-òoor"y under this 1{greement and is acceptable in all

respects to SidneY Frank.

FORCE MAJEURE

If a party (the "Affected Partytt) is prevented' hindered or d-elayed from or in

;;.fofiñc ty of its olui"úont uí¿"r titir Agreement by a Force Majeure Event:

(a)theAffectedPafy'sobligationsunde¡thisAgfeement'ar€suspendedwhilethe
Force Majeur" È.,,,"nt coitinues and to the extent that it is prevented, hindered

or detaYed;

(b) as soon as reasonablY Possible
Affected PartY shall notifY the

the Force Majeure Event' the date

and the effects of the Force Maj

obligations under this Agreemetrt;

(c) if the Affected paúy does not comply with clauie 20.1(b) it forfeits its rights

under Clause 20. 1(a);

(d)theAffectedPafyshallmakeallreasonableeffofstomitigatetheeffectsof
the Force Majeuíe Event on the performance of its obligations under lhis

Agreement; and

(e)assoonasreasonablypossibleaftertheendoftheForceMajeureEventthe
AffecledPartyshallnotifytheotherPartyin*ltingthattheForceMajeure
Eventhasendedandresumeperformanceofitsobligationsunderthis
Agreement'

days'notice.

ln this Agreement, "Force Majeure Eve beyond the reasonable

control of the Affected Party including, w of God' war' riot' civil

commotion, act of terrorism, military ope mage' compliance with

a law or governmental order, rule, regu restrictjons due to the

spread or possible ,pr""a or airaor" u-Jng htrmans or animals, accident, fire, flood or

explosion.

20.2

20.3

/4XOtl0rll)i l4 t8
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21.

21.1

GOVERNING LAW

Tbis Agreement shall be governed by and conslrued i¡r accordance with lrish law'

Axotl0ì4llt,l4 I9
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As WITNESS OF this Agreement the parties have executed this Agreement on the date

written above

STGNED
for and on behalf of
SIDNEY FRANK IMPORTING CO' INC
in the presence of:

It

I
f

I
t

I
I

I
t
I

i

,

I

i

SIGNED
for',,and on behalf,of,'
COOLEY DISÎILLERY PLC
in the presence of:

c....--\< -" $:.

t

Axotl0l4l 15,14
20
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i services 

S.HEDULE I

l.l Manfacturing

còoley wili manufacture the Product in the quantities specifred-in each Supply order

and irr accordance with the Specification, any samples provided to and approved by-

Sirlney Frank, the Quality Cántrol Procedures Manual and such other criteria agreed

' U"*""n ttre partiesìn respect of the taste, colour, alcohol content, consistêncy or

other relevant features of the Product'

1.2 Distíllation

cootey will distil the Produc specification, any samples

provided to and approved by ty Control Procedures Manual or

iuch other criteriã ãs may be ies from timc to time'

1.3 Blending

'where any Product requires the blending of two or more liquids, cooley shall blend

tf," r"t"uuir liquids in äccordance the Spìcification, any samples provided to and

,fpto""o by Sioney Frank, the Quality-Control Procedures Manual and such othei.'

criteria as may be agreed betweeì the parties in respect of the taste, colour, alcohol

conlent, 
"or,tisten"y 

or other relevant features ofthe Product'

1.4 Bottling

Cooley shall bonle the Product into I lit

"""ord"n"" 
with each Supply Order, the rls

otherwise directed uv SiáneÍ Frank. Cool to the

bottles in accordance with the Quality Co anner

as may be direcled by Sidney Frar¡k'

1.5 Labelling

Cooley shal

may be íssu
Iabel on the
features ofthe label or any special edjtion label'

1,6 Packagíng

cooley sball pack bottles of the Finished Product into shipping cases in accordance

with the case sizes specified in each Suppty order. cooley shall ensure that the

packaging is adequately secure to ProtecttheFinished Product during transit.

L7 Palletising

oncepackaged,CooleyshallplacetheCasesontopalletsfor.collection
by Siãney irank or íts uutho.is"d representative. The pallets shall

cánform 
-to 

intemalional standards requiring heat treatment or

/tXOll0l4l 15.14 2l
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fumigation of wood packaging vnaterials- and proper markings tn

u""oräur,"" with Title I' lu¡ 319 of the U'S''Code of Federal

n"g"i^tio.. Cooley shall ube its best efforts to use pallets conforming

i"-i*ã.ø u,s. p"it"t dimensions (48 inches long by 40 inches wide).

2. Fées

All Fees are PaYable in US Dollars

Liquid Fee

Mìchael Collins Ble¡rded lrish Whiskey - $12'80 per LPA

Michael Coltins Single Malt lrish Whiskey - Sl7'50 per LPA

Bottling Fee

6 x I litre = $2-10 Per Case

6 x 750m1 : $2-10 Per Case

, ,.,,, 12,x.37..5m1= $3-0.0 per'Case "' ^ ,'i:"'

5 x (12 x 50ml) = $7.50 Per Case

3. SPeclfication

4. Production Forecasts

Michael Collins Blended Irish 'Whiskey- 6 Year Forecast

cootey ha.s provided the Specification forth_e Michael collins Blended Irish'whiskey

and the Michael C"fri"s S¡-rgi" tt¿"lt lrish Whiskey under separate cover and Sidney

Frank acknowledges receipt of same'

Year

J

Calendar Ye¿r

2006

2007

Size Mix
BPC
9L Factor
LPA Factor =

Acrual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA's

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA's

Actual Cases

9 Lirer Cases

50nrl
3.0%

60
o.67

I,125
375

1,350

I,500
500

Totâ¡
100.0%

25,000
14,292

5 l,450

37,500
21,437
77,175

50,000
28,5 83

Liter ?50m1 375m1

46-0% 46.0% 5.0%

66t2
t.33 1,00 1.00

3.60

I1,500
7,667

27,600

I 1,500

5,750
20,700

t'7.250
8,625

31,050

23,000
I I,500

r,250
625

2,250

1,875

938
3,3't5

2,500

|,25Q

750
250
900

2
t1 ,250
I r,500
4 r ,400

23,000
15,333

Axotl0l4lli l4
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2009

2010

201 I

Calendar Year

2006

2007

2008

2009

20 l0

LPA'S

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA's

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA's

Acntal Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA's

32.200
2t,461
77,280

4l,400
27,600

99,360

50,600

33,733
121,440

3.60

32,200
l 6, I00
57,960

4l,4 00

20,700
74,520

50,600
25,300
91,080

750m1
100.0%

6
1.00

7,000
3,500

25,200

9,000
4,500

32,400

r r,000
s,500

39,600

13,000
6,s00

46,800

15,000
?,500

54,000

17,500
8,750

63,000

55,200 41,400 4,500 1,800 102'900

4
3,500
1,750
6,300

4,500
2,250
8,100

2,r00
?00

2,520

2,'100

900
),240

1,300
I,l 00

3,960

70,000
40,017

144,060

90,000
51,450

185,220

I l0,0oo
62,883

226,380

To{al
t00.0%

7,000
3,500

25,200

9,000
4,500

32,400

I 1,000
5,500

39,ó00

13,000

6,500
46,800

15,000
7,500

54,000

17,500
8,750

ó3,000

5

6
5,500
2,'l50
9,900

Both parties ackno\¡/ledge that Yea¡s I and2 above constirute the Initial Forecast and that

years l-6 above constitite the Medium Term Forecast in respect of the Michael Collins

Blended Irish Whiskey. In accordance with Clause 5.2 of this Agreement, Sidney Frank shall

have ¡ro liability in r"rpe"t of stock forecasted as part of the Medium Term Forecast where

the Agreernent does nol contínue beyond the Initial Períod'

Michael Collins Single Malt Irish Whiskey

Yeer

'Size Mix
BPC
9L Factor
LPA Factor =

Actual Cascs

9 Liter Cases

LPA's

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA's

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA,S

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA'S

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cascs

LPA's

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA,S

l'

2

I

4

5

6

AXO\0l4l15.!4
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?

8

I

2012

20 r3

20t4

20t5

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPÀ's

Actual Cases

9 Lirer Cases

LPA's

Actual Cascs

9 Liter Cases

LPA's

Actual Cases

9 Liter Cases

LPA's

20,000
10,000
72,000

23,000
I 1,500
82,800

26,000
13,000
93,600

29,000
14,500

r 04,400

20,000
I 0,000
12,000

23,000
I 1,500

82,800

26,000
13,000
93,600

29,000
14,500

104,400

Both parties acknowledge that Years l-2 above constitute the Initial Forecast and that Years

t-tO åUo'r,r" constitute ttt" M"dirr- Term Forecast in respect of the Michael Collins Single

Malt Irish whiskey. In accordance with clause 5.2 of this Agreement, sidney Frank shall

have no liability in respect of stock forecasted âs part of the Medium Term Forecast where

the Agreement does not continue beyond the Initial Psriod'

Applicable codes of Practice

cooley shall comply with the relevant provisions of the Federal Alcohol

Administration Atr'("FAA") and reguiations made under the FAA including, but not

limi shall register

and espect ofthe

fore 21 CFR.

Details of all such requirements have been provided to cooley prior to the date of
signature of this Agreement.

5

t0
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SCHEDULE 2

Deposits

Year

Year 2

16% of the Liquid Fee which would be payable in respect of
ìr"il p* 

"f 
tne Vle¿ium Term Forecast as relates to Yea¡ 4

l2%o of lhel-iquid Fee which would be payable in respect of
r;;;; 

"¡the 
Medium Term Forecast as relates to Yea¡ 5

|Yo of theliquid Fee which would be payable in respect of
;;.;;J.f t.Àe Medium Term Foreeast as relatçslo Yeqr6

4%o of thel-iquid Fee which would be payable in respoct of

*;tp; of the Medium Term Forecast as relates lo Yea¡ 7

oflnbe respectpayableeethe2O%sf quid
3earYtorelatesâsorecastFTMedium ermtheofsuch part

ofrespectFee payab
the,of ofeachY andear 4YocuI1ent Contractfor theForecast

ForecastTermediumtheln MeârsYCont¡actfournext

Year 4 and each Contract
Year thereafter

A,\o\l0l1t 15.11
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